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space agency's public-information people, when
tacted by news media, knew nothing about the
just as NASA's couldn't identify the "comet tails" of
Shuttle 51-F, as seen by millions of people when
passed over the eastern U. S. on
and
(they were water and urine ........... ~A'~/vl.
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at least
first time theirs
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the second stage vented its surplus propellants, creating a glowing spiral cloud widely seen (and reported as
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Despite what Mr. Russo would
much effort and money has been eX1Jerlae~a
and upgrade this facility. Since
our pr()tessllDncii
full time staff has grown from two to
(Continued on

From the
Editor's Ke
oard

The Planetarian continues to add new staff. Lonny
Baker, formerly of the Flandrau Planetarium in
Tucson, Arizona, and now Education Coordinator at the
Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco, California, has
taken over the Forum. That feature does not appear in
this issue; it'll be back next issue after Lonny has had
time to organize it. She'll be calling on some of you for
assistance and will ask you to respond to topics she's
selected. Please give her your support. The general
readership is then invited to join in. It's disappointing
to report that the first two Forums received no letters
from the members-zero, zip, zilch. If Lonny concludes
that people don't read the column (or don't care about
it) she may decide to discontinue it and turn her energies to more rewarding tasks.
and
thanks for volunteering to participate in making The
Planetarian a more stimulating, interesting magazine.

Apprise which begins on page 10. I'd be
hear about other interesting articles from
magazines.
You'll also find articles reprinted from two
tions you probably have heard of: the SEP A newsletter
(available with men1bership in
the Southeastern Planetarium Association), and the
Observer, available to all by subscription.
I'm pleased to be able to
that a
index of all major articles that have
Planetarian since volume 1 in 1972 will be
this autumn and will be mailed with the October issue.
Articles are arranged
and
This 30+ page special
is a benefit of membership and will be mailed to all IPS Inembers at no
additional charge. It's amazing how many really
articles have been
in this hunlble ~AU"'''''','L.;<U\_
in the past 16 years by such authors as James ""1/">1';," ..... '·, ...
Isaac Asimov, Bart
baugh, and others. There's a lot of
in those back
issues, and with an index
be able to mine it. The
index will also be available on disk for 1vlacintosh
computers for a nominal
In the next issue

was distressed to find
that was
the

and reach a small audiand the ideas
contain are as
considera bon as
what we find in major-circulation
As our
us to continue to
issues of 60 and
it is my intention to reproduce selected
other specialized publications that will
be of interest to planetarium educators. My thanks to
Jordan Marche for pointing out the article from
1J<..::'"Ul-U.£JLU.
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person masters the fundamentals of his
learned to think and work
surely find his way and besides
better be
to
adapt himself to progress and changes than the
whose training principally consists in the acquiring of
detailed knowledge.
-Albert Einstein
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Perceptions and the Modest

iant

Doris Betts
Alumni Distinguished Professor of English
University of North Carolina
1986 Southeast Planetarium Association
Banquet Address

As you approached the Morehead Building tonight, I
hope you lingered in the front rose garden where, since
1956, the sundial has been offering an uplifting
thought for your consideration: "It is always morning
somewhere in the world." Probably you experts stood
there thinking of how this site is used as an official
triangulation station or perhaps you mentally reviewed the history of shadow clocks, including the
surviving sundial in Egypt which dates from 1500 B.C.
But uplifting thoughts sometimes bring out my own
falling-down perversity. When I crossed the rose garden tonight, two other famous sundials with mottoes
lept to mind.
The message on one of them reads:
I am a sundial and I make a botch
Of what is done far better by a watch.

The other motto is carved on an even more irritable
instrument:
I am a sundial. Ordinary words

Cannot express my thoughts on birds.
Surely it is appropriate to locate a sundial hard by a
planetarium, to confront even a casual passerby simultaneously with the juxtaposed chasms of time and
space and man's history of studying both. Some people
whistle in the Morehead rose garden as they might in
a graveyard, since both remind us that we humans
wither like the flowers, that all our personal distinctiveness seems like a speck swirling in space and time.
Or we joke, as I just did. Unless we're going to quote

Ecclesiastes, we need to do something to reduce these
chasms of time and space to more human size, to slow
the hurrying tick of our own hearts, to round the heavens until they may be made to fit not only inside a
planetarium dome but without overload inside this
rounded, mortal skull.
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Such an effort to make vastness manageable caused
local astronomer's daughter to interrupt her
School teacher last week when he said, Ma.rriagE~s
are made in Heaven." The little girl commented with
more truth than she knew, "So are thunder and
lightning."
The same need to pull cosmology down to earth can
seen in the slogan for the Morehead Friends of the
Planetarium: "Support your Local Universe."
Surely that is one public perception of the work
do-you made local and bearable, sometimes even understandable, the mysteries of space and time.
When my husband and I came blinking out of the current program Visit to a Far Planet, and fen quickly all
the way from Uranus down to the level of the sundial
with its evidence of birds, he remarked that he could
never stop feeling there was something eerie about
planetarium, that to duplicate the paths of the stars
and accelerate the motions of the solar system for
effect stirred vague disquiet in him, recalled the
hubris of Dr. Faustus, called back all those Grade
movies about Frankenstein and made scientists ..... ""n .....'''''
in where angels fear to tread. At the heart of this
ticular public perception, a deep part of us may be
wardly reciting from the 1662 Prayer Book: "It is God
who telleth the number of the stars; and caneth them
all by names."
These sample public perceptions bring me to the
theme of your meeting here--ilPerceptions." To
cate mysteries, to teach, to seek the truth, is one
ception the public has about your work and goals.
make each of us feel tiny and afraid may be an additional effect; to reconcile us to awe may also
take a happy pride in space explorers. Your
has chosen for its theme a current buzz word by choosing "Perceptions." Just as most garden-variety thinking has lately become "seminal," nowadays all
("'r\i'\tt:>1"t:>l'\("'t:>

wisdom, which was one REceived, is now mostly PERceived.
We have learned to allow for the observer as part of
his observation. The elusive Truth which Pilate
sought turns out to be not only less absolute but less
objective than we once believed. We know that sensory
data gets meaningfully organized, that experience is
not only apprehended but-even by scientistsdiscerned and interpreted. William Wordsworth
acknowledged the mix almost 200 years ago when
admiring the riverside above Tintern Abbey, where he
loved the meadows, woods, mountains, and
... all that we behold
Froin this green earth, of all the mighty world
of eye and ear-both what they half create
And what perceive.
Several years ago I published a short novel called

knowledge, to learn for the sake of
lessness was
transformed into a
'n.
man beings
and
that other human
had probed so deeply
when the narrator said,
from the
showing you will take four hours to reach the
the little boy
me said
stay that long?"
I"'A.-n ....." . .

we

I saw (I perceived) that in many ways
in the same business. Theodore
"Nature composes some of her loveliest poems
telescope and the microscope." You mix science with
art and education and even add the seasoning of entertainment-so do we novelists and professors of literature. J. Robert Oppenheimer said that scientists and
artists "perpetually live on the edge of
rch:~""'T
always surrounded by it." Art is sometimes
Science-in-the-flesh. Your work materializes science
for today's non-experts and tomorrow's
'nr"I ..

'::>Vl'"\O'l"t-C

The Astronomer, in which a retired mill worker decided to withdraw from the irritations of ordinary human
conflict by building a telescope and escaping into a cool
scientific study of the stars. He wanted to be, not the
star-lover in the last line of Whitman's poem, but an
objective, left-brained "learned astronomer." He
found, of course, that even an amateur using a homemade spyglass would soon become entangled in all the
other human knowledge on which the sun and moon
shine: that he needed to know the Greek myths
behind the names of constellations, that a curiosity
about Stonehenge would lead him to the Mayans and
the Egyptians, that he couldn't
glance on Galileo without
Inquisition, and so on and so on. What
cool scientific studies which would
from earth to the moons of
back through Genesis by way
in
even to
nac moon signs and
astrologers and Bethlehem
lunatics and Star Trek
and Flash Gordon and

Copernicus was 19 when Columbus discovered America, and that news sent him back to read Heradides
who had suggested that the earth is a
Somebody 19, somebody 12 or 6
be sitting in
tarium, learning
most
news about Challenger,
Kohoutek's
Halley's Comets, Voyager-who
what future
discoveries you may be
unawares!

rviy own perception of you as planetarians is like his.
I see (I perceive) that your expertise
its very nature
must always be exploding outward toward syntheses,
and bouncing back to earth to draw relationships
between many categories of knowledge, that this mix
of specific and general makes your profession difficult
and exciting.

Island.

On my most recent visit to the Morehead Planetarium, I studied the Sunday afternoon audience-all ages,
all sizes and types, probably various levels of education. Almost nobody seated under the starlit dome had
any immediate pragmatic use of what he was learning
about
lonely journey; each might be said to
have
Sunday T.V. sports and come for pure

8

Yet Thomas Harriott
has
his due from
which cannot even
to spell his name. It
been said that
wanted to know and be
while Harriott seemed
to want to know. Both men
Harriott
especially possessed what
astronaut most needed: curiosity.
Harriott lived, as you do, in a time of
Here are a few of his
Shakespeare, Francis Bacon, Edmund Spenser, Ben
Johnson, Kepler, Cervantes, Capt. John Smith, El
Greco, Henry Hudson, Francis Drake. He was four
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years older than Galileo, 11 years older than Kepler.
Like you, he was well educated. Like you, he also
became an educator whose work affected students who
then affected the times in which they lived; after
graduating from Oxford he lived with Sir Walter
Raleigh as his math teacher. Just as Raleigh was the
last of the great Elizabethans, Harriott was one of the
first true sons of the modern age. And as you are on the
cutting edge of the
discoveries of the 20th century
only in
in the electronic marvels
use
to
was on the
edge
of
discoveries of new worlds-indeed, he sailed over the
and across the curve of the Atlantic to cmne as a
with Sir Richard Grenville's expedition to
all of the New World which
between the
Neuse and the
and to map much of it.
boat he checked the coastline from Ocracoke to Chesaat least

tical planetary orbits, weights in water,
you name it. He may have assisted Raleigh in
his History of the World.
He did everything-except publish and claim credit.
A friend wrote to him in a letter: "All these honors
were your dues and many others I could
great reservedness hath robbed you of these glO~nes.
AA ......... U..VA

Besides reservedness, Harriott had some humor.
his papers is recorded the child's
man of wordes and not of deedes like a Q'alrae-n
weedes." To which Harriott added: "A man of ae~~aE~S
and not of wordes is like
full of +.-.." ... rt,,.,,,,
c he would have
smart remark to
the cheerful Morehead v"', ...... uu.
P"" ... h" .....

Harriott
meant to write later a more """'' ."... . . .
but there wasn't time.

10'''

There is
even to list some
the
well! His earliest known
observations of the moon were made almost
weeks before Galileo
his
to
Venetian Senate. He
us 200 numbered drawof the solar
fixed
tists find his views more scientific and
A noted
he used
the

teachers is more

most serious SCllem]StS,
to them than

'1"nn.n .. t-",

Your
it did in the lives

nh1r\,-"h",,.,.

in f"'<=I01'·tn'~1"<=IO,nh,,,y
atomic theory,
es of a theism, served ...". . . ,I,;..
he
among
recorded Raleigh's last words before
H .....

credit to take care of
to learn that one of
was written
the late Muriel
who felt a
with mm.
Harriott

A

a sundial!) and
was beheaded.

Like you, Harriott affected more people than he
dreamed. Keats wrote poems to him. He corresponded
with the leading astronomers of the world, prepared
the way for Descartes, published on Halley's Comet,
influenced Coleridge. Today when we use computers
we remember that it was Harriott who first explored
the potential of binary numeration. He studied ellip-

to the new world of Amercollected the eXl,eCUUon,
of Harriott's instruments and
thrown overboard to
the
"h~..... ..,."'IC' of the outer
newest world of
even for one
records and instruments are
because of you thousands get to see
tary landscapes second-hand which no human
has even seen first-hand.

(continued on
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In spite of all the new
about the wonders
space, brought to us
of the
on Mars, the Voyager and its trip to Saturn, and the
upcoming Galileo mission to explore Jupiter and its
moons, B.
Lee believes science in this
is
in big trouble.
is B.
Lee?
As

Carl

Lee
m the nainvolved in the

COSMOS

II1II

I

APPRISE: Can the issues of science be dealt with
on television? For
were there ever times
when you were
with an issue when you
thought, "I wish I had more than
an hour to
about this
" when you felt shortchanged?

JCLSS

tt

sions.
Lee is the
mission, a U.S.
and its moons in the

This

what's worse
in the v"-'\_Viil..H:U

is that?

LEE: Because anyone who knows science and mathematics well can
a job making twice as much as they

10

LEE: Well I think there's two ways to compare
attitude toward science in this
I think one
to compare it to 25 years ago, and another is to compare
it to the Japanese, because I think both these
sons have rather striking lessons from them. The move
in the early '60s I believe was toward creating a scien-
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at the University of Texas and a bunch of skill testsbasically aptitude tests-were given to the students.
The highest results were in mathematics and science at
that time. It was an indication that the best and the
brightest were going into scientific disciplines in response to the Sputnik problem. The same tests were
given a couple of years ago at the same school that I
went to-The University of Texas at Austin-and nine
of the ten top scores were from people not in science and
engineering. And I think this is an indication that
there has been a shift in the cultural attitude toward
science.

So whRt we hRve now is Rn educRtionR(
system thRt R((OWS peop(e not to know
Rnything Rbout science.

Far more important than that is the fact that the
amount of math and science that is required at the secondary school level in order to even get into a decent
university has been eviscerated. I mean, it should be
that nobody's allowed to get into a university without
having some scientific literacy. That's no longer the
truth. So what we have now is an educational system
that allows people not to know anything about science.
And once that happens, I believe that's a prescription
for disaster.
Now let's turn and compare ourselves to probably economically the most successful nation in the world right
now, the Japanese. The Japanese early-on recognized
that scientific literacy was a fundamental component
of a forward-looking economic structure. So their educational system, which is highly centralized, requires
fi ve years of math and science in secondary school for
students to get a high school diploma. It is not something that can be waived in favor of basket-weaving,
cheerleading, or some of the other "relevant" studies
that we now have our high school students pursuing; it
is a requirement. I've had the great good fortune to
work a lot with Japanese people-television people,
people in the press, the written press, and also people
involved in movies. It's astonishing that their scientific literacy is so good, basically because they had to
be exposed to it at one time or another.
APPRISE: It seems strange though, that the ball
would have started rolling 25 years ago, and the
people realized that there was a need for scientific
literacy in this country, and then all of a sudden that
realization vanished.
LEE: Well, it didn't happen all of a sudden ... We're
getting into a historical analysis discussion, which is
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perfectly fine for me. In the '60s there were other
things going on-there was Viet Nam, and Viet Nam
led to Watergate, and there was a huge outpouring of
young people asking for relevancy. And, in an overreaction, universities, all sorts of educational institutions, began substituting things like Women's Studies
and Brown Studies and Black Studies and trying to find
relevant programs-they thought. And they replaced
fundamental academic exercises and any short of thing
to do with science. I think that those programs-those
Brown Studies, Black Studies, Women's Studies-are
definitely important things for people to study in college, but not in place of the basic R's: reading,
and arithmetic.
APPRISE: You talked also about the minimal rekindling of interest in the space program only because of
the Challenger incident. Does it take a major discovery or a major mistake to draw attention to the
program again?
LEE: Well, the last American president who had a
real space policy was Lyndon Baines Johnson. Since
then, we have had Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan,
and under all of these the space program has suffered
through a period of benign neglect. We have still had
some great heroics-the Viking and Voyager unmanned missions, and, among others, the early flights
of the shuttle. But what people don't realize is that,
basically, those things lived off the great engineering
achievements of a decade or two ago, and we're
dead in the water right now. The Russians are
ahead of us in manned spaceflight. The Russians have
far more capability in terms of launching things into
space, and in 1988 and '89 they're gonna land some
vehicles on the surface of one of the Martian moons and
suddenly we'll see what we're behind even in the
exploration of the planets.

... the mRximum Rmount oj time
networls] thought cou(d be devoted
to ... the history oj the universe WRS
Rbout three hours.
Now, I don't state that it is necessarily our requirement that we be first in space, but what irritates me is
that we have gone from 'way ahead to 'way behind
with no policy decision being made and the people
were never consulted. Now when a Challenger accident takes place, it galvanizes public opinion to ask
the kind of questions that we're talking about
now. Suddenly, people are asking you to be on
shows and other things, whereas for years they'd say,
"Oh that guy's only gonna talk about space," you know,
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"we need to talk about sOlTIething else."
APPRISE: How lTIuch good can TV do for science, and
science do for TV or the people who are watching it?
How much benefit can they derive frOlTI each other?
LEE:
I have believed frOlTI the beginning that
television is a n1edium of alnlOst no limitations. We
have in this country a very strange thing called the
ratings system that demands that all programs be
ITIade for virtually everybody. And, by its very nature,
a high quality progran1 aimed at only 10 percent of the
audience is therefore not allowed on television. When
we were making
in the beginning, we actually were approached
several of the networks. But
the maximum amount of time that they thought could
be devoted to such a subject as the history of the universe was about three hours. And so we decided that
tha t wasn't enough time to do what we were trying to
do. I then had
hope, when cable stations began
springing up all over the
that narrowcast-the
idea of a 5n1a11 audience
a
program-might
come
but even the cable networks now are having to
deal so much with ratings that 1'n1 not sure that the
kind of
science programming that needs to be
done can ever be done.
On the
does a very fine job.
There are quite a few British documentaries that come
on, the Planet Earth is
and
oh, once a year
there's one series on science that think does an excelthe
but
we need to revolutionize
not
on
it's

LEE: Well it would
on what the purpose was.
You sec, we have to start with that. If
to
ask 111e to
a progran1 tha t
ern science is about for the average American
then I would
a program that would
be 90 minutes long, would occur twice a month, and in
each of the 90-minute shows I would begin with something like
what's
in
accelerators.
the
who
are listening should care-where it fits into their
world-then explain to them what's
And
come ou t of the series a t the end
can
expect their lives to be influenced
just saw. So
program would be a mix of a few fundamental
and how they stand and
what their
in the newspaper
with a lot of
explanation of how it's
to affect their lives.
think where science and
breaks down on
" ..... ""'-.-h of an effort to
explain to the average
should care.

R.t'e

into
come out

attention to it?

and science.
who are on the side
who understand
about science to
it
and there are very few scientists who understand
about TV
that they can make it compelling. I think
... I think that to do it on a regular
we're going to have to have a much more scienliterate television world, and a much more
communications-gifted set of scientific people.
APPRISE: If you could design a science program, putting it together exactly the way you wanted-you had
complete control of the program-what would you do
12

that the students would
their natural fires
out. I believe what
science teaching in the
schools is
who teach it are unable to understand that it's not a
collection of facts, that what it really is is
concepts that explain the world around us. And so they
communicate it as a set of facts-most of the time boring. The kids are asked to memorize things, where, in
reality, a high school physics course-you could teach
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(Perceptions, continued from page 9)
the whole thing in one day. The rest of the thing is just
specific examples of how you apply the things you
taught.

thinl the meRsure is, whRt did the
stu.dents (eRrn?

t

So there's a way to solve that. You take gifted
teachers who understand the material, and you put
them on videocassette, and that becomes the classroom
experience. And you have joined to that, people who
are your standard secondary school teachers of today,
who sort of lead discussion groups on the stuff that's
been seen on the videocassettes. And if the videocassettes are properly packaged, and they have tests and
study work and all that sort of stuff that goes with
them, it will, I think, completely change the way
things are done. Now, this is heresy. You say this and
the teachers go crazy because they see the day coming
when they may all be replaced by videocassettes. And
I think the measure iS what did the students learn?
And if the students can learn better with a combination
of videocassettes and claSSrOOlTI instruction than they
can today, then that new method should be adopted.
And I think in science and mathematics, that's clearly
true.
l

I

Reprinted with permission from Apprise, Vol. 6, #10,
South Central Pennsylvania's Regional Magazine,
published monthly by WTIF, Inc., Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
0

As with Harriott, your subject matter can be
His epitaph said, "Most eager explorer, he "l.l.lI..l.J,ICI..I.
truth," and truth will always be alarming to the timid
and doctrinaire. But Harriott was luckier than
Galileo who was convicted of heresy because of his
truths, forced to recant so he could continue his observation of the heavens until glaucoma destroyed his
sight, said to keep whispering: "BUT IT DOES
MOVE!"
As a conference of this kind, naturally you
much time exchanging ideas, sharpening the specific
crafts of your work sharing shoptalk about the sounds
and pictures and brochures and attendance and L1UU~C:L"
and brochures and attendance and budgets and
operations of the planetarium you represent. That
ception of what you do is accurate, steady, ne4CeSSal"V
and needs nourishing. But beyond it, you must
what the rest of us perceive that you are and need
to be. You corne from a long and honored line of
explorers, artists, and educators. We missed praising
Harriott, but we still have time to thank you for
work in helping us learn how to live in his massive,
mysterious universe, and keeping alive the dream of
exploring truth even further.
l

Sir Isaac Newton said, "If I have seen further it is
standing on the shoulders of giants."
I hope you will perceive some of those giant shoulders as being your own.

Reprinted from the newsletter of the Southeast Planetarium Association.
0
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For a national directory they are compiling, the nonprofit Astronomical Society of the Pacific would like
to know about all on-going astronomy hot linesnumbers to call for a recorded information message-and astronomy computer bulletin boards.
Please send information about number to call; a description of the service; the fees, if any; the sponsors;
and any other relevant information to:
Andrew Fraknoi, Directories Project
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
1290 24 th A venue
San Francisco, California 94122
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ABSTRACT
The need has never been
t!~r
of
forae'vel IOP1,ng
crff'C',;l

Di vision of Science
which
induded science
in 1949. The folyear saw the first appearance of the quarterly
Impact of Science on Society, still being pubnow in several language editions. Unesco has
14

programming concerns
science articles
averaged only 3.9 per newspaper per
between 2.6 and 9.5% of the total news. In
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the statistics are worse: science stories amount to only 1
to 3% of the news. In Sweden, the average audience for
a science program on TV has been calculated at only
13% of the total. (Source: Blue Book) This contrasts
with the situation in North America, where the
Autumn 1983 issue of SIPIscope, published by the
Scientists' Institute for Public Information, showed
that science reporting was enjoying a boom. During the
previous three years, 19 newspapers in the United
States and Canada, many with circulations in the hundreds of thousands, had begun weekly science sections,
mostly consisting of staff-contributed stories. This
parallels the blossoming, within a similar period, of a
number of new science magazines and the appearance of
major television shows on science.

...... same AJ-rtcAn newspApe-rs stt((
-run
-reJe1"1"tnq
wttCkC1"AJt
01"
wtthaut
qUA(t-

This article is concerned
with the situation
in developing countries.
the need for communicayet there it is
tion of science has never been
also the most
Why is it so difficult? For a
host reasons. Here are some of them:

4. Lack of scientific and technological terminology
in local languages. (The difficulties involved are illustrated by the story of a Chinese physicist who had
won a Nobel Prize for highly esoteric work
in the United States. He lectured on his
to Asian
science writers in English, but, when asked by
c
to describe it simply in Chinese, he said he
'I"'O.,..."" ....·O...

5. Inappropriateness of much of the news material
sent to developing countries; for
research news has little relevance to a
ty. (Paul Icamina, writing in
Asian

Manual on Reporting Techniques,
Press Foundation of Asia [IP Al, notes:
vivid example of the village ong:'1I'nr'u
nothing to do with nuclear .onj3rO"l1
oil. In Asian villages, the energy crisis aelDerlQS
on the availability of firewood, cow
and human muscle." Another eX,im'ple
Third World audiences that is not
most North Americans is diarrhea.
Western
Pacific
more than half-million cases of
rhea, many
to death
and
children, were
in 1976.
disease can be treated simply and
oral rehydration fluid made
tassium
and ..... U.,.,.r"""'"
Three packets costing
immediate recovery to a
r . . "'., ........ rc.....

HUitenicv rates that, in some ....,."1nd'... "'.1:' may run
as
2. Pervasiveness of traditional
and tradivalues that have
to do with modern
science and may even run counter to it. For o"V<~"""" ... la
some African
run stories rer1errmg
witchcraft or
editorial "i U~AJ'''.''' '~~'''iJ.i.l.
...

7.
of the

of distribthe

8.

an'IT.o'l"'nn"\.orIY

trained science writers.
this situation

, ........ '.......... ·<70

on Unesco
reach 127 million
t)e()Ple. or 264 people
population. In Afrin~·II'\.o1~Cl. reach 9 million people, or 21 per
thousand. But,
you take Africa minus the Arab
states, the figures drop to 150 newspapers reaching 5
or 15 per thousand population. Contrasting the
developed countries as a whole with the developing
ones, the figures are: 4,700 newspapers in developed
countries as against 3,510 in the developing ones. At
first glance, the figures do not look bad, but these newspapers reach a total of 366 million people in developed countries compared with 77 million in developing
ones, which means 321 per thousand in developing
countries.)
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9. Lack of interest on the part of
reporting. (Jose Munoz Quevedo, Ui1rector
Bogota, Columbia, agency providing the Latin
can Press with science articles, has
iiI visited
many editors who said, 'I am not Intere~stE~d.
Why?' I asked. 'People
want' they ,..Q......
'How do you know?' I argued. 'If there are no ,:a,......... lt:llc
no one will want them. It is necessary to begin.' ")
"".t"'iI

15

Let's look at some of these problems more closely. To
take the last point first, I have already alluded to the
edict from a Tanzanian paper that its reporters should
not volunteer to contribute any science stories. This is

Thel'e sti.(( seems A heAvy Antt.science Jee(i.nq Amonq some editot's.
perhaps an extreme example. But the information
came from a columnist on the paper who attended an
IDRC-sponsored science writing workshop in Dar es
Salaam. The chief lecturer, Prof. Mack Laing of the
University of Western Ontario's Journalism School,
told me in a letter: "There still seems a heavy antiscience feeling among some editors. It takes one back to
the early days of the Canadian Science Writer's Association when everybody kept saying science writers
were talking to themselves and the game would be
pointless until some high-powered editors got interested. This seems to be where Tanzania is now. Some
editors showed up at the Dar es Salaam seminar, but
the appearances were mainly token. In conversation,
editors certainly seemed unpersuaded that science was
going to do much for their careers or their newspapers."
Part of the reason for this situation may be
explained by what Laing terms "a certain friction
between scientists and reporters in some countries." For
example, a roundtable discussion between three scientists and three editors had been arranged to allow
them to hammer out differences and arrive at some mutual understanding. On the appointed day, Laing
reports, only one editor arrived and no scientists
showed up.

Concerning the lack of trained science writers in
developing countries, the picture is far from clear and
varies from country to country. For example, at a 1974
Asian Science Writer's Seminar in the Philippines,
again sponsored by IDRC, I found that while some participants had little scientific education, two were
graduate physicists, one was a medical doctor, another
had turned to science writing after five years in medical school, and one had engineering training. Two other
delega tes who held senior editorial posts were not
science writers, but both had won Nieman
The Republic of Korea stood out in this respect. The
country's two participants, a medical doctor and
icist, reported that Korea's five national dailies at
that time employed 12 science reporters, all of whom
were scientists-turned-journalists, plus 17
"
or general assignment reporters, who also wrote on
science. The five dailies then each devoted as
as
two pages a week to science news. Obviously, this compares rather favorably with almost any North American newspaper today.
On the other hand, a woman
from
Malaysia noted that science reporting was, at least at
that tin1e, a new field for the Malaysian press. Members of the ethnically varied population-divided
primarily into Malays, Chinese, and Indians-read
their own newspapers in their own languages. liThe
idea of employing a full-time, professionally
fied journalist to write on science and technology
on the list of priorities," she said.

The most
must he Accomp(t.shed ... 1,51
CoUt'Aqe
tnsti.tuttons to he mot'e open.
medtA"
II

"There's still a kind of caste system in many places
in which the journalist is riffraff who gets to hobnob
among the politically powerful to record their moves,
under an understood form of self-censorship," says
Laing. "The scientific community docs little to discourage this, regarding itself as a priesthood whose workings could never be understood by the peons of print."
Adlai Amor of the PFA and a participant in this
symposium recently wrote me: liThe most important
change that must be accomplished [to improve international science communication] is to encourage scientists
and scientific institutions to be more open to the media.
This will enable the dissemination of better science
stories to the public. Scientists must be made to realize
that science--especially in the developing countriesmust always be applied to solve the problems of mankind and not merely for the sake of increasing human
knowledge."

16

en-

Sri Lanka, the home of leading science popularizer
Arthur C. Clarke and where the literacy rate is high
(86%), still has a "lack of tradition in science
according to a participant in this year's Australian
seminar. The major difficulty cited by the Sri Lankan
reporter was that "national languages were inadequate for communicating science because they lack suitable terms to express scientific concepts and ideas."
II

Perhaps the most difficult issue concerning science
reporting in the developing countries has to do with
the way people in different parts of the world view
the function of the mass media. In North America, the
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ideal vision is that of a free press, objectively viewing
events and informing the public without fear or favor.
Indeed, reporters and editors may sometimes go so far
as to refrain from membership in certain organizations
for activities to maintain the appearance of personal
objectivity. While "advocacy journalism" exists in the
North American media, it is the exception, not the
norm.
Not so in many developing countries. Adlai Amor
defines his role as a science communicator thus: "My
role essentially is that of a surveyor and interpreter of
scientific information [that will] enable the public to
make sensible decisions regarding scientific and technological issues. Inherent in the task is effecting
for the better-and encouraging
journalists may be bothered
about
inherent characteristics, but conditions in
the Third World dictate this attitude."
In other
the science journalist in much of the
world is seen not as a neutral observer but as an active
~A~'V"U'~ in the
process. Chalkley,
explains that
!nrI1l"'n1::>nt news is
with politics. 'What
says' is taken to be development. To
that a certain kind of development is wrongnealOec::l., or that it is proceeding contrary to 'the Mini, is taken to be subversive." Chalkley
argues that "a development journalist has
three tasks to
to inform his audience, to interand to promote ... There has to be and element of
... "' .......... £'''1'"0 about it all." In this case, IIpromotion" means
forward," not advancing special interests,
He admits there is a risk of the reporter's becoming a mouthpiece for special interest. But, as
he points out quite rightly, such risk is always present,
even for the supposedly neutral and objective Western
press. Certainly, we see examples daily on the society
pages, in entertainment reporting, and particularly, in
the sports sections of Western newspapers.

Still, throughout much of the developing
there
is a general commitment to "development," which
implies a protagonist's role for the science journalist.

This commitment was best explained in 1974
Dr.
Nora C. Quebral of the Communication Department at
the University of the Philippines. "Development is a
value-laden word. It is not a neutral word. Those who
espouse development have assumed certain biases
are saying that it is better to be fed than to be hnlr'11011''V.'
to have a job than to be unemployed ... If science
ing is to be viewed as a development
becomes science reporting for development's
if
for science reporting's sake.
science reporting for de'velopmE~nt'
equally accept commitment to rlo,<Yoln ..·.,I"r\I,o,n+·/
think it would interfere with a .......'.......... oble~ctivitv
For this science reporter, the issue could wen
tion or advocacy,"
views on this rna tier are
cannot
use our own
]Ua:glI1lg others. The rea1itiE~S

t11'1l"th£:.?'

.. "......I'V.Y1Ir1n-

reporter's
not just to ...... n._.....
ti ve reporter's
written not
to
We need to

in
Impues, we assess
science journalist in reporting the
change in developing countries.

David Lamb, in his book The Africans, points to
another reason why the role of the press is seen differently in some parts of the world: "With only a few
exceptions," he says, "Black Africa's newspapers are
government-owned. They are edited and written by
civil servants, not independent reporters ... " The ILO
book, Profession: Journalist, qualifies this. It says: "In
a number of African countries ... journalists, or at least
some of them, are civil servants. Candidates for such
posts must therefore meet the conditions laid down for
entry into the public service ... "

by the International Science Writers Association
Angeles. Complete copies of the proceedings are
able for $3.00 U.S. from Howard Lewis,
Treasurer, International Science Writers
7310 Broxburn Court, Bethesda, Maryland 20817.

I am not suggesting that the situation is the same in
all countries. It is not. In fact, it varies quite dramatically from continent to continent, country to country.

David Spurgeon is a freelance science
formerly associa ted with the Division of
Research and Higher Education, Unesco.
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This article is reprinted
permlsslon
The
International Popularization of Science: Reporting
News and Effecting Change in uevelOV'lnR' l.:Olunrnes,
James Cornell, Editor. It is .part of the proceedings
symposium and workshop held on May 26
27,

THE S IENTIFI
Horace MacMahan
Eastern Michigan
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

ORIGIN OF THEORIES

The greatest conquerors of all time, from Alexander
to Napoleon, produced a profound influence on the
lives of subsequent generations. But this influence
amounts to little more than "scratches in the dust"
when compared to the changes in human habit and
thought produced by the long line of men of science.
A desire to understand his environment seems to have
been a basic drive since the dawn of man, but it was
only recently that the methods were discovered
whereby such knowledge could be
gathered.
The methods are known as the scientific approach,
and the knowledge obtained
their use is
called science.

Unfortunately, many of us have very little idea as to
what is meant
the scientific approach. This is
because we have confused it with mere rn(:tnOQOlCI2:
as though dedicated men in white coats
diligently behind closed laboratory doors followed a recipe-like
of
to derive new theories. At one
time or
we
even memorized the reciand we called it the
method.
order of
in much the same
that one
bread often differs from anthe
as follows: 1) state-

method is replaced by an account of the actual manner
in which scientists push back the frontiers of
edge. Let's begin with an examination of how theories
originate in the first
We must remember that a
zation, and as such it unifies ne:retot()re
nomena. Because it is a
seldom arises from a scientist's
of a
It is more likely to evolve out of a long and varwith a
of
interest to the
0"""'\.0 ...· ' 0 ..." .... 0

is a difficult and often ImpOSSIble
to reconstruct the
of
tist's
that a
n",,,,,
f-h, ..

ex4) obser-

collection
and 6)
drawing a conclusion. Once you memorized these
it
was
that
you
"scientific."
could be further
from the truth. These six steps merely outline the manner in which scientific information is reported!
In this brief overview, the so-called scientific
18

CORts

is. Scientific
theories of real imare
fruits of years
and careful
observation.
do
not
into the

and experience.
on rare
through some obscure process of the
which for
sake of a better description, we will continue to call a
his
"leap of the imagination," the scientist draws
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rich
of experience and preconceived ideas
to produce a theory.
In some cases, a "leap of the imagination" would be
best described as the
of imaginative analogy.
Charles Darwin, for
seems to have derived
his
of the formation of coral islands (Figure 1)
in this manner.
to Darwin's theory, coral
Such reefs begin
reefs are formed
shore of a rocky island,
the coral builds ",..,.,·u..,. ..·rf
to remain above the
to
it:
water surface.

Perhaps still another example will
appreciate what is meant by a
an intuitive leap of the imagination.
dream (Figure 2), formulated the
tain chemical reactions, six carbon a toms link
selves together into a ring which remains intact
throughou t the reactions. He tell us:

ROCKY ISLAND

of the development a coral isa
island and
upgrowth

"No other work of mine was
in as deductive a
as
for the whole
was thought out on
west coast of South
before I had seen a
I had therefore
and exviews
a careful
of living reefs.
be observed that I had during the two
been
to the effects
of
America of the intermittent eleto~~eUler with denudation and the
led me to
sediment. This
much on the effects of subsidence, and it was
to
in imagination the continued deposition of
the upward growth of corals~ To do
this was to form my theory of the formation of all
coral islands."
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2: Kekule' s Dream

exist.
We have seen how Charles
" caned
the
the tr. ...'''''''c.t'r.n

Vve have seen

the manner
which scientific
eX1JarldS is best described

next section
necessary to
nent scientist's (w;astrc~us

~Ho1n"nt

TESTING

One of the most

WAS

no

conversation between Eddington and a fellow scientist conveys the conflict between those who advocated that
were superfluous and those who staunchly

aV1nC1"lrY'1.,pntc

20

own work? Have
own
been able to
you, by means of one of
predict a certain phenomena or result without
to set up an experiment?"
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Eddington: "Yes, I have. Some years ago, I derived
mathematically, and without need of time-consuming
laboratory experimentation, a theoretical equation
which produced a ratio of mass for such fundamental
atomic particles as the proton and electron (Figure 3). I
determined that the mass of the proton was 1,847 times
greater than that of the tiny electron. I published this
value, along with a description of the theory itself,
which I chose to call my Relativity Theory of Protons
and Electrons, a long time ago. I believe the year was
1936."
Scientist: !II remember that. It caused quite a flurry
of excitement, especially among the physicists. But
wasn't it about that time that the value based on experiment was shown to be somewhat lower? I recall
that a series of investigations conducted "Nith rather
sophisticated laboratory apparatus revealed a value
more like 1,836 to 1."
Eddington: "That's true. Several workers did waste
their time, and I might add, a good deal of money to
conduct a long series of experiments. But I remained
convinced that my theoretical relations, once refined,
were more likely to produce a correct value for the
ratio of mass of the proton to the mass of the electron. I
soon discovered that the introduction of a small correction into my earlier mathematical equation produced a
mass ratio of 1,834 to 1."
I

been determined by carefully conducted t:lIV't"\t:ll1l"'1-nnt:lln<~c
also happen to know that your so-called
fully formulated before the discoveries
experiments had been carried out by other scientists.
I'm sorry, but experiments really are necessary to test
scientific theory."
Of course, the "prediction-experimental test"
approach isn't always immediately practical. If it
requires measuring devices beyond the
or
sophistication of those that are currently
or
direct evidence from places that have not yet been
explored, the scientist must rely on other
providing a "yes" or "no" check on his pr~eallctl,on.s.
Eratosthenes, for example, could not
theory that the spherical earth had a certain n1"&:>£111"11'_
able circumference; no one was about to <:IIHa,...,.,,,,,,,1around the world in 200 B.C.!
that the earth was not flat had
it had been observed that the
when it eclipsed the moon,
the sort curved
shape that would be
earth. But
only Eratosthenes
to
the earthis
size (Figure 4) as well as its
Let him ext)lai.n
how he
his theory to an nh't:t:lIlI""u:::;tin'n~1

Scientist: "That value is closer to the 1,836 to 1
which the experimentalists obtained."
Eddington: "Hold on a moment; I haven't finished
explaining. I also found, although it was much later,
that a second correction was necessary. I had neglected
to include a certain factor in my equation. When I had
done this, it adjusted my theoretically derived or calculated figure to 1,836 to 1, identical to the experimental value. I could have saved them a lot of work if
they had listened to me in the first place."
Scientist: "Now wait a minute! I think I see as many
holes in your notion that experiments are superfluous
as there are in your fish net analogy? Going back to
your fish net, it occurs to me that two fish, each having
a thickness of less than three inches, could conceivably
the net may
become caught in the same mesh.
very well shrink in water or the meshes may become
flattened in one direction, and thus able to catch fish
of less than three inches in size. It would be necessary
to
the net in water to test the theory that it would
not catch fish smaller than three inches across. For
similar reasons, I sense that there are several unscientific aspects to your Relativity Theory of Protons and
Electrons. Your wrong predictions were admittedly COfrected after the actual value for the mass ratio had
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ERATOSTHENES'
EXPERIMENT
DATE:
FIRST DAV OF SUMMER. 200 I.e.

TIME:
IiIGHMOON.

OBSERVATION:
111 AT SVIIlNE, A VERTICAL POST CASTS NO SHADOW.
121 AT ALEX ... NDRI .... 500 11411.£5 NORTH .... VERTICAl.
!'OST CASTS A SHADOW OF 7::0.

CONCLUSION:

CIRCUMF£IIENCE.
600 MII.ES • !IC • lS.OOIl MILES

Figure 4: Eratosthenes'
circu mference .

PY'11lprimp1rlf

to determine the earth's

21

its rays perpendicular to the earth's surface. I later
observed that on the same date in Alexandria, located
about 500 miles directly north of Syene, the sun was
south of overhead at noon because a vertical post cast a
shadow. Measurement of the shadow revealed that it
formed an angle of 7.2 degrees with the
I knew
from geometry that the size of the measured angle
equaled the size of the angle of the earth's center
between Syene and Alexandria. It was evident that
the earth's surface between Syene and Alexandria was
curved in an arc of 7.2 degrees. Knowing that an arc
this size was one-fiftieth of a circle and that the distance between Alexandria and Syene was 500 miles, I
multiplied 500 by 50 to obtain the earth's circumference, 25,000 miles."
Actually, Eratosthenes' figure was 250,000 stadia
because the distance between Alexandria and Syene
was believed to be 5,000 stadia. Unfortunately, we do
not know the exact length of the stadium, but it may
have been about one-tenth of a mile. On this assumption, Eratosthenes' calculation was surprisingly close
to today's accepted polar circumference value of 24,860
miles.
It wasn't until seventeen hundred years later that
Eratosthenes' theory was tested experimentally. The
men of Magellan's expedition set out to sail all the
way around the world. The success of their circumnavigation showed once and for all that the earth was
indeed spherical in shape, and that Eratosthenes' calculated circumference was remarkably accurate.

Note that Eratosthenes did not reply upon mere
"armchair mathematics" to measure the distance
around the earth. He subjected his theory to a direct
observational test. And more recent experimentally
derived values, based on satellite data, lend further
support for his theory.
We are now ready to answer the question. "Are experiments really necessary?" Recall Eddington's folly,
wherein he tried to convince his fellow scientists that
it was possible to obtain theoretically predictable
results mathematically without the necessity of carrying out an experiment. His colleagues would have none
of it! Not only did they spurn Eddington's theoretically derived value for the proton-electron mass ratio,
they became suspicious of the theory itself. What
Eddington failed to realize was the necessity of testing
the mathematical symbols of his theory against the
resul ts of experiments.
At times, however, a truly sophisticated test of a
theory may have to be delayed until the proper instrumentation has been invented. Or perhaps the investigator needs additional information from an as yet
22

Recall Eratosthenes'

f-h''',..,. ...''H

ro,.,.,",r'O"~""

Eratosthenes not
the earth, but ",,'V~ a ..'....... a""'l"'"
well. Of course, a more conclusive ex~,er:lm(~ntial
his theory had to wait until the earth was
circumnavigated, or better
orbited
laden satellites
of
measurements of the earth's
...

U.'-I, .... U. .....

If we agree that experiments really are ne~cessal-Y
test a scientific theory, how are we to be certain
the experimental results actually confirm the
Perhaps there is something about the .................1=."
should lead us to question the theory's usefulness. We
might even be forced to reject the theory COlmp'letlely
But that is another story, one which has to
the confirmation or rejection of theories.
L ... _ _ _ _ ' ,

.. . A useJu[ sctentt.Jtc theory must
cApAb(e oJ predt.ctt.nl)
resu[ts", And these predt-ctions
rA ther prect-sea

The next section calls upon an interesting analO''£!V
show that a theory, to be scientific, must be ....... ..,A....
making certain predictions. The more precise
dictions, the greater the triumph of confirmation.
if the predictions are wrong, adjusting the theory to fit
the facts is both inelegant and dangerous.
I-' ...

CONFIRMA TIONOR
THEORIES

OF

Perhaps we should begin by agreeing
general
should be able to do.
it must
a theory is to be considered truly
permit scientists and other interested persons to
predictions from it. That is, one should be able to
diet what will happen under certain circumstances and
the experimental results should be compatible with
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the prediction. Of equal importance, any other results
would be incompatible with the theory. Secondly, the
theory's predictions ought to be precise enough that
they do not include too many of the possible experimental results. In other words, a useful scientific
theory must be capable of predicting only certain
results, and these predictions must be rather precise.

pointed, the airplane will be caught within
beam
of light when the searchlight is turned on. This automatically activates the searchlight's tracking mE!Cnilnism which, in tum, charts the airplane's course across
the night sky.
But let Davies describe his searchlight theory anal..
ogy. Notice that it correlates closely with his earlier
explanation of the nature of
scientific theory:

POSSIBLE POSITIONS OF AIRPLANE
POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

....

...

.=
. ..;,".'
..·.~.:i!~.
-

.

\ ':;';;-':
,. . . . :. "!,::. ..,
..t'"

\
/.

REJEC/ \

THEOR~

THEORY
CONFIRMED

THE BROADER THE BEAM,
\
THE LESS LIGHT CAST ON THE AIRPLANE
EVEN IF IT DOES LIE WITHIN THE BEAM.
THE NARROWER THE lIGHTBEAM.
THE GREATER THE TRIUMPH
IF THE PLANE LIES WITHIN THE BEAM.

THE BROADER THE PREDICTION.
THE LESS USEFUL THE THEOR Y
EVEN IF THE EXPERIMENTAL
RESULT IS COMPATIBLE
WITH IT.

/

"

"We switch on a searchlight and project a beam
light from it to test whether
the
lies wi thin the
area
the beam.
rower this region the
and certainly it must not be so
broad as to cover the
sweep of the
since this
would tell us nothing new.
Further, a
broad beam is
too
and

THE MORE PRECISE THE PREDICTION.
THE GREA TER THE TRIUMPH
IF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OCCURS.

SEARCHLIGHT
THEORY

Figure 5: Davies searchlight analogy

Davies eX1JlalnS the scientific nature of a theory
as follows:

The narrower
it must not be so broad as to cover the

back over

use an ov~~ft"I'l"IIlo
A weatherman is
prE~di,cti()ns each
of the week.
advise us that a shower
within the next C01JOlie
that time

of observational

an
see what Davies is suggesting?
will
Davies
provided us with an inbetween theory and a searchlight
It can be summarized as follows: An airplane is flying somewhere overhead in the
sky
and a searchlight is switched on in an attempt to
locate the airplane. If the searchlight is properly

a
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The weatherman's
like the narrow "'' "' ' ', ...... w~_
beam, would be more useful it . . ,..1I"'fI'o""f+.. predictthat showers would occur tomorrow ~.t,Q_.n.n,"
on the day after tomorrow. We
picnic without fear of getting ~~L.E'I.";;'.4.
rather precise theory. Of course,

We must, however, make sure that the adjusted
is not imprecise, and that it is not logically
procedure of adjustment carries with it the danger that
the predictions may become so loose that they cover
the whole realm of possibility, so being of no use
rying out critical experimental tests. If after we
studies the theory, it is not possible to make any prediction from it, this particular theory should be reconstructed or abandoned."

precise theories are capable of even more finite predictions, as though the searchlight beam was very narrow
indeed.
Einstein's gravitational theory is a good example of
a precise scientific theory. Sir Karl Popper, one of
Einstein's students who was privileged to witness an
early confirmation oi- the theory, described the test as
follows:

"Einstein's gravitational theory
(Figure 6) had led to the result
"I, FIXED
- 0 - REFERENCE
that light was attracted by heavy
II' STAR
bodies (such as the sun), precisely
as material bodies were attracted.
ACTUAL POSITION
OF STAR
As a consequence, it could be calcuEINSTEIN'S EXPERIM ENT
lated that light from a distant
fixed star whose apparent position
was close to the sun would reach
the earth from such a direction
that the star would seem to be
MOON
slightly shifted away from the
sun; or in other words, that stars
close to the sun would look as if
~~~~I~tl~
they had moved a little away
from the sun and from one another.
~
THE LIGHT FROM A
This is a thing which cannot nori ~ .
WHEN IT
N
mally be observed since such stars
are rendered invisible in daytime
by the sun's overwhelming brightFigure 6: Einstein's experiment to determine if light is
by gravity.
ness; but during an eclipse it is possible to take photographs of them.
If the same constellation is photoOr stated in terms of the
graphed at night, one can measure the distances on the
two photographs and check the predicted effect. .. We
all-the small circle of students to which I belongedwere thrilled with the result of the eclipse observation which in 1919 brought the first
confirmation of Einstein's theory of gravitation. It was a
We must,
great experience for us, and one which had a lasting
influence on n1y intellectual development.
searchlight is not
it is not loose: the .....1"1",,,'"',"1,
it the danger that
Not only was the light bent, but it was bent very
close to the amount which Einstein predicted. He prethat it swings all over the
so
of no use in
tracking the
If after we have switched on the
dicted that the light from the star, upon passing close
searchlight it is not iJ,-',-,,'-'A''-'A''to the sun's edge, would be bent between 1.70 and 1.75
from it, this ..-."".-nr'l1
arcseconds. And it was bent by an amount well within
should be reconstructed or abandoned."
the limits of this theoretical prediction, thereby confirming the theory.
Davies
of course, quite correct.
the
to fit the observed facts
Let's return to Davies' explanation of the nature of a
diction has proved wrong is most unSClen:tltlC.
theory. He went on to say:
scientists lose confidence in the theory;
that, like the too broad beam of the loose v .... ..,U"-A'UI',A . .,
Bu t if after the prediction has been made, it is found
the theory has been tampered with or "adjusted" in a
to be not confirmed, we must examine critically the
basic assumptions of the theory: it may perhaps be
vain attempt to explain almost any results. Remember
possible to adjust the theory so that it is confirmed.
Eddington's theory which was reputed to predict the

~G

~

II
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ratio of the masses of the proton and electron? He kept
adjusting it so that any wrong predictions were
"corrected" to fit the values obtained by other scientist's experiments. What he should have done was
reject the theory itself!
We have observed that a theory is confirmed when
that which it predicts will happen, actually does
occur, and does so with sufficient precision not to
include all of the possible experimental results. Recall
Einstein's gravitational theory. He predicted that
starlight passing dose to the sun's edge should be bent
h.o~h:AU~.o1"'l 1.70 and 1.75 arcseconds. The experimentally
obtained value was just over
wen within the
narrow margin allowed by his theory. In
words,
the
was compatible with a n'i"'~""'O::!O

WAS

his
Before we leave Einstein's now famous test
gravitational theory, let's consider still another
bili ty. If the observed results had no t fallen
the allowable limits of his prediction; that is, if
starlight had not been bent between 1.70 and 1.75 arcseconds but by some other amount and Einstein had
modified his theory to fit the observed facts, there
would always be the suspicion that his theory was
ficiently adjustable to "explain" the whole
possible results. Like the searchlight on which
fications were made after its beam
light failed to
locate the airplane, there is the danger that it covers
the whole realm of possibility. It would be rOCllnlUC,V
to place our conficence in
theories.

AS

In surruniary
must be cat)aO.le
lions must
At

Returning to the analogy between a searchlight and
prediction, it was as if Einstein had pro..
grammed a searchlight to project a very narrow beam,
pointed it toward the anticipated position of an airplane in the night sky, turned
searchlight on, and
caught the airplane wen inside the narrow beam of
light. His theory was not only confirmed, but his
triumph was aU the greater because the experimental
findings fen wi thin the narrow restrictions imposed by
precise prediction.
sci4~ntitic

Had Einstein predicted that the starlight would be
between one-half inch and three arcseconds,
the experiment produced a value somewhere within these broad limits, his theory wouldnjt have
received nearly as much acclaim. Worse yet, if he had
merely predicted that starlight grazing the sun should
be "bent" without referring to the expected amount of
bending, his gravitational theory would have been of
little scientific value. Like the too wide searchlight
beam, a prediction from the theory would be too diffuse and lacking in power to cast much light on the
subject.
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sc:14entU:lc theory.
REFERENCE

New

If our solar system (the sun and nine planets) could
inside a coffee cup, the Milky Way Galaxy

the size of North America. The Andromeda
would be 118th as far as the moon.

Frank Kork sz
and His
American PI netariu
Richard Sanderson
Monson, Massachusetts
Springfield, Massachusetts, is the home of the second American planetarium. It was built a half-century
ago by Frank Korkosz, who died at age 84 this past
January 4.
Korkosz was a self-made man who, as a a child,
was inspired by Halley's Comet. He was an eight-year
old living in Pennsylvania when Halley made its 1910
appearance. The son of an explosives engineer, he had
developed an early interest in astronomy and was
deeply impressed by this celestial visitor.
Two years later, Korkosz used an empty dynamite
box, a carbide lamp, and a lens to construct a COInet projector. Neighborhood youngsters paid a penny apiece
to watch Korkosz simulate the comet's motion on his
In later years, Korkosz loved to tell this story,
""'' ' ' .........,~ that the crude
was the beginning of
his dream to build a device that would accurately porthe heavens.
After
Tlu:..1lrn,u

Korkosz began working on the planetarium in 1934.
The parts were made of cast iron, steel, bronze, and
sheet aluminum, hammered out and welded by hand.
Heavy castings were made in Hartford, Connecticut,
and the lenses came from an optical company in Brooklyn, New York. The rest of the planetarium was fabricated and assembled in Springfield machine
and by students and Chicopee Trade School.
The star carrier is a single l.5-meter diameter ban
covered by 41 silver rings. At the center of the
SOD-watt bulb provides light for the star
Behind each of the silver rings is a
projection unit containing lenses, a shutter,
a
Each of the 41 plates was carefully drilled with
representing the stars in a small
of the
The lenses were adjusted to focus
meter dome, and the
shutters
them off at the horizon.

with his

""'rn'lrio-tlPllri

Science Museum

1930.

fornia.
Korkosz had demonstrated his
a large fresh-water
for the
museum, his ambitious proposal to build a planetarium
met with
But after seeing his preliminary
and
museum director Grace Pettis Johnson and the Board of Trustees gave their approval.
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The eymour Planetarium, camp ted in 1937 an installed at the Science Museum in Springfield, Massachusetts.
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The projector was equipped with four halfhorsepower motors, enabling it to simulate the motions
caused by the earth's rotation and revolution, precession, and the shift in the celestial sphere caused by
traveling north or south.
The projector rests in a U-shaped cradle that
allows the single star carrier to project the entire celestial sphere, except for a small area at the south celestial pole.
Frank Korkosz's brother Stanley photographed the
Springfield skyline from the museUln roof, and these
pictures were used to create an identical skyline in the
planetari urn.
The planetarium was designed to project 7,150 stars.
To add to the realism of the planetarium sky, Korkosz
tinted the brightest stars and developed a device to
make them twinkle. Auxiliary lamps and projectors
simulated sunrise and sunset, smog, aurora, the Milky
Way, and other phenomena.
When Korkosz completed his planetarium in 1937,
it was the fifth in the nation. It was named in honor of

Stephen Seymour, whose bequest helped finance its
construction.
The new projector stood 7.5 feet tall in a room that
could seat 150 people-just right for a city the size of
Springfield.
The creation of the first American planetarium east
of California attracted the attention of the international scientific community. Korkosz received many
requests to build similar planetaria for other cities in
the United States and around the world, but he chose
to stay in Springfield to refine his planetarium and
develop a series of lectures.
James Stokley, director of Philadelphia's Fels
Planetarium, visited the Seymour Planetarium in
November, 1937. He commented on how Korkosz had
greatly simplified the traditional planetarium design
without sacrificing sky quality. Other distinguished
visitors over the years included Vesto Slipher and
Harlow Shapley.
By 1956, Korkosz had presented 10,000 planetarium
shows to a total of 750,000 people. He was appointed
director of the Springfield Science Museum in 1958, but
not before building his second and last planetarium for
the Boston Science Museum.
Although he studied astronomy at Harvard University and Amherst College, Frank Korkosz was
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Dr. Frank Korkosz, 1902-1987
largely a self-educated man. He never graduated from
college, but in 1964 he received an honorary Doctor
Science degree from Western New England College in
Springfield. He directed the museum until his retirement, after 45 years of service, in 1974.
Dr. Frank Korkosz died on 4 January 1987, four days
into the Seymour Planetarium's golden anniversary
year, at age 84.
Boston's Korkosz projector has been replaced, but
the original Seymour Planetarium is still used for regular public programs. Since 1937, visitors to the Seymour Planetarium have discovered the secrets of the
universe, thanks to the dream of a Pennsylvania boy
and the inspiration of HaUey's Comet.

(Reprinted from the Griffith Observer, May 1987,
with permission. The Griffith Observer is available
by subscription from the Griffith Observatory, 2800
E~st Observatory Road, Los Angeles, California
90027.)
0
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Star Date
Celebrates Tenth Anniversary
Elaine Gould
McDonald Observatory
RLM 15.308
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

This year Star Date, the astronomy radio series,
celebrates 10 years on the radio.

outside, look up, and see the planet or star talked
about on Star Date that evening.

Star Date's history began at The University of Texas
in 1977 as a local, recorded telephone message service.
The daily scripts were written by Deborah Byrd, who
remains the chief writer and producer for the series
today. An Austin program director recognized the
potential of such a service and asked to use the astronomy messages as a daily radio series. The original
program, called "Have You Seen the Stars Tonight"
was a hit in Austin. The name changed in 1978 when,
with the help of the National Science Foundation,
"Star Date" began broadcasting nationally. Two years
of NSF funding allowed the series to be heard on 1,000
radio stations.

On some Star Date programs, free stargazing materials and information are offered to those who write. In
response to the thousands of requests for information
that are received each month, a current star chart and
sky calendar are sent. All of the cards and letters are
saved, and three times a year we send an impressive
bundle of each station's mail to them for use in promotions and to share with sponsors.

In 1981, at the end of the grant period, Star Date
began asking stations to pay for broadcast rights to the
series. Today, Star Date is broadcast on 200 stations in
the United States and Canada and has an audience of
more than 5 million listeners daily.
Joel Block, who delivers the beautiful narration of
each program, has worked with Deborah Byrd as a
team for over eight years. Star Date has been recognized for quality programming by both the broadcasting and astronomical communities. The series received
the 1986 Ohio State Award for excellence in educational broadcasting and the 1984 Klumpke-Roberts Award
from the Astronomical Society of the Pacific for ou tstanding contributions to better the understanding of
astronomy.
Star Date's poetic presentation of astronomical facts
makes it fun and interesting for people of all ages to
learn about astronomy. Ancient skylore, astronomical
discoveries, and the future of the space program are
just a few of the topics that keep listeners tuning in for
more. But the most popular topics are the timely stargazing scripts where listeners get involved and go
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A variety of organizations and businesses make the
daily broadcasts of Star Date possible ...... . . , ... "-...
mercial sponsorship and noncommercial
More and more planetariums and other science
organizations have begun to sponsor Star Date on radio
as a means for making themselves known to a
and
larger audience. If you would like to know more about
how you can support Star Date on a radio station in
your city, write to
Star
RLM 15.308, UT / Austin,
0

.

Location: Richmond, Virginia, hosted by the
Ethel Corporation Universe Planetarium/
Space Theater
Dates: Wednesday, June 29-Monday, July 4,
1988
Conference Hotel: Richmond Marriot
Conference Theme: Innova Hons
All current IPS members will receive a ....
about the conference sometime later this year.
Anyone who is not a member but who wishes information should contact Ken Wilson (see page 4
for address).
,,<AAAA';;.
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(Letters, continued from page 5)
allowed us to expand our educational offerings. School
attendance has gone from 10,000 annually to over
20,000 in 1986. Our public starshow attendance has
grown from less than 10,000 to about 32,000. We are
publishing a monthly sky bulletin and furnish a
monthly sky calendar and column to about a dozen area
newspapers. Our observatory, which had been closed
for
is now
4 times a month. A major refurour
is now underway, and
cornDlleted the
will be
8 to 10 times

We'lcome back

the

E'>.VYQ.ll!l\.U .... .., ............

MORE ON LASER SHOWS
..... ~"'.ht'..

'..,,1fY' to hear stories like Steven Rus-

located in a town
PODUJlatllon of 175 can be successful without havon a laser show to
it
the
the vindictiveness of
Russo's remarks
toward laser shows tends to detract from the
his
of view.

moment that some n,.',,'hla ......"'''
but
"h.n,,..,,",,,.,,,,," which Mr. Russo ::lI1I"\I'n~:n·c>.... H'U

LOirznll1ut.~a

Vol.

on

~uggest:imls

and comments are also
for on:f!lnaJ
would like to see

WE~lc()mle.
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CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS
IN THE PLANETARIUM
Mark S. Sonn tag
Angelo State University
San Angelo, Texas 76909

I became interested in this topic after reading an
article in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching,1
which compared cosmological ideas among literate
and nonliterate Nigerians! One of the conclusions of
this report was that all young adults sampled regardless of education, class, gender, age, religion, tribe, or
locality tend, in varying degrees to accommodate scientific concepts with their traditional religious explanations of natural phenomena. We may find similar
results in other countries, but what I wish to focus on
are those groups (religious or others) that tend not to
accommodate their religious beliefs with standard
scientific models on certain topics. Those are just the
topics that are destined to become controversial.
So-called controversial topics may not be viewed as
such in the eyes of the scientific community, so we must
contemplate these topics from the point-of-view of
students or the public. These topics range from the "old
standards" such as astrology and pseudoscientific archeology (Chariots of the Gods) to the relative newcomcr callcd "crcation science". If onc looks carefully
at many of the controvcrsial topics we sce that they fit
into three broad categories:
religious
conflicts
pseudoscience
III social impact of science conflicts
III

III

Religious and/ or philosophical conflicts tend to deal
with problems relating to
evolving systems,
and ages, for example-the
and age of the astronomical objects and the origin and evolution of life.
Pseudoscience conflicts are expressed in topics such as
astrology, "chariots of the gods," "worlds in collision,"
and "creation science." Social impact conflicts are perhaps best exemplified by the recombinant DNA debate, but alsv include abortion, nuclear weapons research, toxic waste disposal, etc.
What role should the planetarian assume in both
formal and informal education in dealing with these
controversial issues? Without turning the planetarium
into a lightning rod for all manner of groups proposing
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unorthodox ideas, it seems we must address these controversial topics. We just can not avoid some of these
conflicts, and many of us have been dealing with them
most of our professional lives. Because of the recent
court cases dealing with biological evolution in the
school scicnce curriculum, I have reevaluated my own
approach to the general problem of controversial topics. This proved to be a very useful exercise for me, because it allowed me to go back to my science education
"roots" and examine writings in science philosophy
that I had not reviewed in years.
One way to help students or general audiences accommodate scientific models into their own religious views
of the cosmos is to incorporate SOlne philosophy of
science in our classes and planetarium programs. This
can hopefully provide an example of the process of
science and show both the strengths and limitations of
scientific models. The inclusion of science onJl1m;or:>nv
may sound a bit imposing for the school curriculum or
certainly a public planetarium program.
a less
grandiose phrase will do. I call it the
of
science."

of science"
of
National Education Association over
years ago 2 . I feel that
of scientific , """""'1"U'
it does indeed reflect the
1. Science is a human endeavor with the sarne basic
faults of its inventors. We can not
scientist from the science. "Science is an adventure of
the human spirit, and like music and art is a
wellspring of discontent that drives
to
seek more of life than merely to eat and
2. Science is a questioning of all things and is therefore constantly and systematically revisionary.
Certainty, as a concept, is replaced by probability. Immodesty is replaced by
3. Science is collecting data from the real world and
quantifying that data.
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4. Science is the search for a meaning or interpretation of the data. This involves seeking connections and interrelationships in data-the formation of theories or models.

1. Ogunniyi, M.B., "Conceptions of Traditional Cosmo-

5. Science demands verification. Models and theories must be subject to test. A scientist does not
merely permit the evaluation of her/his theory,
he/ she actively seeks it.

2. Education and the Spirit of Science, Educational
Policies Commission, National Education Association, pp. 15-27, 1966.

6. Science recognizes assumptions on which theories
and models are based. These include both subjective and objective premises.

logical Ideas Among Literate and Nonliterate Nigerians", Journal of Research in Science Teaching,
Vol. 24, No.2, pp. 107-117, 1987.

3. Roberts, Walter Orr, Science, a Wellspring of Our
Discontent, The American Scholar, Vol. 36, No.2,
pp. 246-260, 1967.
Q
advertisemen.t

Those who see conflict in scientific models and religious constructs most certainly do not fully appreciate
the "spirit of science". These groups tend to emphasize
the first "spirit" listed above, namely the human
nature of science, to the the exclusion of all the other
"spirits" listed. They therefore conclude that their interpretation of nature is just as valid as the scientists.
And of course they are correct. But various interpretations of nature are not valid for all purposes. Scientific
interpretations are valid in the context of the needs of
science, but may not be valid for a religious interpretation of the cosmos and vice versa. Unlike segregated
schools, scientific and religious interpretations can be
"separate but equal." If we can help our planetarium
visitors to understand that science is a way of interpreting nature and is valid for the intended purpose,
and other interpretations including the arts, philosophical, and religious are all valid for their intended
purposes, then we may help defuse future controversial
topics.
When the planetarium is used as an astronomy classroom, these issues can be addressed more easily perhaps initially in the year but more importantly in a
spiral fashion so that throughout the school year students see specific examples of the "spirit of science" at
work.
In public planetarium programs and in other informal
settings, the inclusion of the "spirit of science" of course
is more difficult and must be done subtlety. I urge those
writing public programs to include the "spirit of
science" in their productions, particularly whenever
certain controversial topics are presented in programs.
There have even been planetarium shows written specifically about science philosophy and methodology.
In 1977 the Fiske Planetarium at the University of
Colorado presented a satirical and humorous look at
the methodology of pseudoscience in its program The
Answer. This show was revised and by the staff at the
Strasenburgh Planetarium and is currently available
from them as Gifts From the Gods.
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Astronomical

Artist

The American Museum of Natural History-Hayden Planetarium is seeking a
talented and experienced individual
who will serve as an Astronomical
ist for the Planetarium's public Sky
Shows, school shows and exhibits.
Applicants should have a basic knowledge of modern astronomy and astronomical subject Inatter and be accomplished in air brush, conventional
painting, graphic layout
design,
tering,
pen-and-ink
techniques. Knowledge of model
ing, photography
graphics
generation
projection hardware are
also desirable. For
cants should
a biographical
sketch and re-sume detailing
education,
expenence as
well as their
requirements.
required is a representative sampling
of slides and/or prints
original
including indications of actual size,
medium utilized and any special
niques employed for each. Submit
above to: Mr. Lee Vilensky, Personnel
Department (TP), American Museum
Natural History, Central Park West at
79th Street, New York, NY 10024.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Norm Dean
P.O .. Box 6
Bel Air,Md. 21014
by
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Script Section
Jordan Marche II
North MuseUln Planetarium
Franklin & Marshall College
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604

The Eugenides Foundation Script Contest
At the June, 1987 I.p.s. Council Meeting, a revised
proposal, originally submitted by Dennis Simopoulos
of Athens, Greece, was accepted, initiating a biennial
script-writing contest (outlined below). I have been
appointed the coordinator of the contest and in the
coming months will select three "referees" to judge the
submitted scripts, according to the criteria adopted.
I therefore urge all of you to begin sending me your
scripts (four copies of each entry must be sublnitted)
before December 31 of this year. Winners will be announced at the following (1988) I.p.s. Conference in
Richmond, Virginia; the awards given; and the leading scripts published in subsequent issues of The Planetarian, under this department.
I wish to thank the I.p.s. Council for giving this recommendation its serious consideration, Dennis Simopoulos for his original ideas, and the Eugenides Foundation for graciously offering its support of this contest.
Outline

1. General
A. In recognition of individual excellence in public
planetarium show production L the Society shall
hold a continuous biennial contest, sponsored by the
Eugenides Foundation, Athens, Greece, under the
category of: Most Creative Public Show Script
B. Any currently-enrolled I.p.s. member may participate by following the rules and procedures below.
C. Winners shall be recognized in The Planetarian and
at the I.p.s. Conferences, where they shall be
awarded a certificate indicating their selection.
D. The Society retains the right to publish copies of
any or all entries in The Planetarian's Script Section.
II. Contest Rules and Procedures

A. Any I.r.s. member may submit up to three different
entries in the contest, which have not been previously submitted or published elsewhere.
B. Each contestant shall submit four copies of each entry to the Script Section Editor; one copy for the
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Eugenides Foundation's files, and one copy for each
of the three referees.
C. The Script Section Editor shall choose, from the list
of I.p.s. Fellows, three independent referees to consider each coded entry, based upon a set of general
and specific criteria (below). The names and institutions of the authors will be kept anonymous from
the referees, until all final decisions have been
made and announced.
D. The opinions of the three referees shall be quantified and averaged by the Script Section Editor,
who shall then make his/her recommendation to
Council; submitting along the referees' opinions.
E. Entries are to be submitted between July 1 and December 31 of the non-conference (odd-numbered)
years. Winners of that contest shall then be recognized during the awards ceremonies at the following I.p.s. Conference.
F. All scripts submitted shall conform to the following
generalized format:
1. Title, Author, Institution, Address, Telephone at
the top of the first page, or on a separate title
2. Text in English, typed, double-spaced, pages numbered (computer printout acceptable).
3. Text on right hand side of page; corresponding visuals appear on left side. Line numbers optional.
4. Recommended visuals shall include slides/ panoramas, special effects, plus appropriate star instrument functions/motions.
5. Suggested length not more than 20 - 30 pages;
shorter scripts acceptable.
III. Evaluative Criteria
A. For each of the criteria listed below, each referee
shall assign a numeric value as follows:
1. Five for superior (or strongly agree)
2. Four for above average (or agree)
3. Three for average (or neutral)
4. Two for below average (or disagree)
5. One for inferior (or strongly disagree)

(Continued on page 36)
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(Letters, continued from page 29)
various cities where I have attended planetarium
laser shows. Nor, incidentally, did any of those theaters smell of beer or urine. However, I have seen high
school students sneak beer into a "100% astronomical"
planetarium show right under their teacher's nose. I
have heard ushers' accounts of
things
during "100% astronomical" planetarium shows that
are best done in the
of their homes. I have
seen
"100% astronomical"
to conclude about "100% astronomical" v ......
shows from these observations?

Just before he showed me oft Bart told me to pass the
word: Cernan welcomes traveling
whether with a few hours to kill at O'Hare,
wise.
And next time I have an
can zip over to the local

F

U.\...LU.11

Morrison Planetarium
California
THE BEST AIRPORT LAYOVER EVER HAD
airline dere~~ulahon
direct transcontinental
ex(:et>ucm than the rule.

page

PresidentJs Message
Von Del Chamberlain
Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
The IPS Council met in Cocoa, Florida on June 7, 1987.
The meeting was held one day prior to the start of the
annual SEP A meeting, hosted by Mike Hutton and his
capable staff at the Brevard Community College.
Mike made excellent arrangements for our one-day
meeting at which we accomplished all of the business
on the agenda.
One very important item was the establishment of a
set of "Standing Rules" which should make the Society run more smoothly from now on. Thanks to Jerry
Mallon for pulling this itetTI together from all of the
old minutes of meetings held throughout the history of
the Society. These rules constitute the procedures of
the Council. They will be reviewed, as needed, at
each future Council meeting, updated when necessary
and used to guide all society business.
Included in the many items of business was a review
of the upcoming conference to be held in Richmond, June
29-July 4, 1988. This promises to be an exciting and
enjoyable event. I suggest that you mark it on your calendar now and plan to attend. Watch for details in
The Planetarian and for mailings to members. If your
membership has lapsed, be sure to renew it in order to
receive such details.
We also reviewed meeting plans for Borlange, Sweden, July 15-19, with a solar eclipse excursion to Helsinki July 20-23, 1990. It is not too early to begin plans
to attend this first IPS conference to be held off the
American Continent.

first year membership of a planetarian from Japan,
South America or some other part of the world? We
would appreciate your response to this concept. Please
send written reactions either to your affiliate representative or directly to 'an IPS officer.
Have you been thinking about hosting an IPS conference? If so, it is not too soon to make your interests
known. A proper first step would be a letter of intent to
invite the conference in 1994 or later. Upon receiving
this, we will send information about hosting a conference, including all the details needed to submit a complete invitation.
I want to compliment all of those attending the
Council meeting. Business was accomplished in a very
productive and positive manner with full participation by all present. All of the Society officers attended and all but two affiliate representatives were
there. We had written reports from all functioning
committees. The Society is in good health, ready to recei ve new and renewing members, and plans are
made for an aggressively fertile future.

(Script Section, Continued from page
c. Persuasion (Arguments and Explicit/Implicit
Conclusions) Criteria
(1) Program indicates that the writer is competent.
(2) Style of the argument puts the audience into a
receptive mood.
(3) Organization of the argument is clear, logical
and conclusive.
(4) Argument is appropriate for intended audience.

We reviewed two complete, written invitations for
the 1992 conference. Both the Edmonton and Salt Lake
City invitations are now in the hands of IPS affiliate
representatives. The Council expects to select the site
for this conference at its next Council meeting in Richmond. Contact your representative for details and let
him/her know your preference in order that votes will
be cast according to IPS member wishes.

IV. Awards Categories/Values
A. First Place $500.00
B. Second Place - $250.00
C. Third Place $150.00
D. Fourth Place - $100.00

Another item on the Council agenda was that of encouraging membership in countries not now participating in IPS. One idea discussed was the possibility of
introducing IPS to our colleagues by gift memberships.
Would you, or your organization, like to sponsor the

"The Universe is not to be narrowed down to the limits
of our understanding ... but our understanding must be
stretched and enlarged to take in the image of the universe as it is discovered."
-Francis Bacon
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of Science
Space Center Omnimax™
Chicago, Illinois
Museum of
Mugar Omni
Boston, Massachusetts
The Parrydome Omnimax™
Perth, Australia
Parkland College Planetarium
Champaign, Illinois
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developed in Planetaria for Planetaria
20 Major Installations Worldwide
Excellent Record of Reliability
Field Proven Peripherals
Modular Construction, Custom Fit to Your Facility
Real Time and Scripted Recording
Manual Control and Manual Recording
Flexible Data Formats:
Slide Projectors, Interlocking Switches, 8-Bit Resolution Scaled
Servos, 16-Bit High Resolution Servos, Level-Relay Devices
• Independent Editing: All Device Values Are Non-Interacting
• Ample Capacity: Hundreds of Special Effects, Both Dim & Non-Dim
• Extremely High Bandwidth: 120 Simultaneous Bytes, Control Hundreds
of User Devices

R.A.<qRAY
Incorporated

9181 CHESAPEAKE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 560-4162
FAX (619) 560-1923

Planetarium Lifeline
The Origin & Evolution of the Planetarium
and Planetarians

James Stokley and the Fels Planetarium
David H. Menke
Copernican Space Science Center
Central Connecticut State University
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050
The Fels Planetarium was a result of a gift from
Samuel S. Fels to The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. The Fels Planetarium was dedicated' November
6, 1933 as the second planetarium in the United States,
with James Stokley as its first director.
Samuel Fels was a very wealthy man and it was an
easy thing for him to purchase the $75,000 Zeiss Mark
II machine for the Institute. However, he was not
always rich.
Fels was born in 1860 in North Carolina to immigrant
parents who owned a dry goods store. The Civil War
financially ruined the Fels family, and eventually
moved to Baltimore in
and then to Philain 1873. The family
a soap-making comand in 1894 it
manufacturing launprod ud made
his brothers multi-millionaires.

Events led to the Fels Planetarium becoming part of
The Franklin Institute. On opening day, Fels came a
little late to the first program and was prevented from
entering the darkened theater by a dutiful usher. Fels'
humble spirit dictated that he wait, and thus, he went
over to a bench until the demonstration was over. Fels
missed the first planetarium program of the instrument
that he donated! Samuel Fels died in 1950, but the
Samuel Fels Fund continues to lend support to the Planetarium, having given $175,000 in 1961 to purchase a
new Zeiss IV.
The Franklin Institute was begun March 3D,
as a
result of the
and enthusiasm of a number of local
merchants and concerned citizens.
Institute was to
that
rich or
young or old could
instruction in" science-related areas. At that
there were few schools
science
instruction to the r,-vY"" ...... l1n'hr

had become very
establishment.
director of the
was
McClenahan. Dr. McClenahan
convinced Samuel Fels that The Franklin
Institute would be
the Fels Plane tarhad unsucA
trustees of the UniversiFels'
of
um. After discussions with Dr.
worked with The Franklin Institute and with
Fels to bring a
to the Institute.
\._,--" ... ,u.u.,-,...

became the chief
Fels had

love affair with
and was
to
beneficial causes for the ci tiof
the ad vice of
late
Fels

he was unable to find any organizato accept and use such a gift to benefit the
after Max Adler financed the opening of the first U.s. planetarium in Chicago, Fels
thought it would be a good idea for Philadelphia to
have one, "and so, I ordered one," he said, from the
Carl Zeiss Optical Works in Germany.
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James Stokley was born in Philadelphia on May
1900. He entered the University of Pennsylvania in
1918 after serving a short time in the military. He
earned a B.S. in education, after having studied chemistry, English, zoology, and other subjects. Shortly
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thereafter, he enrolled in a graduate program in psychology at the University of Pennsylvania. In 1923 he
was hired to teach biology at Central High School
where he remained for two years. He finished his
M.A. in 1924.
Stokley left high school
teaching to accept a post as a
science writer for Science Service in Washington, D.C.,
and remained wi th them
from 1925 to 1931. His monthly contributions appeared in
Science News
other newspapers and maga~~ln~~s
next

returned to Washington and continued
another
year for Science Service before he left and bec:arrte an
assistant director of the Institu teo
Stokley's talents soon became obvious as he worked
with the architects to help design the new museum and
planetarium
that
was in progress. He was
moted to associate ......,,.......,.......

While he was
for
Science
he became
active in the American
In aOClltlOn
g

During that same
James Stckley, 1900visited the Carl Zeiss company in lena. There he met Walter Villiger
Walther Bauersfeld of Zeiss.
Upon returning to Washington, Stokley had heard
about Fels' plan to
a planetarium to Philadelphia. Stokley decided to visit his former astronomy
professor, Dr. Samuel Barton, at the University of
Pennsylvania regarding this issue. Stokley found Barton most receptive, and together
labored diligently to convince the Board of Trustees
the University
to accept
offer.
Board was slow to
react, and felt that the planetarium would have only
limited
except as a
tool.
Somewhat exasperated, Stokley found out that Dr.
The Franklin Institute was interested
McClenahan
in acqUIrIng
planetarium
his facility. After
Chicago opened its planetarium, Fels ordered a planetarium from
even though he had yet to find a
place for it. In 1930, Dr. McClenahan offered Stokley
the position of assistant director of The Franklin Institute, with his major responsibilities of astronomy and
promised him the job of planetarium director when it
was opened. Stokley did not accept immediately; he
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F. Wagner Schlesinger was about ten years younger
than Stokley and attended Yale University, where he
earned his bachelor's degree in engineering. His
father, Dr. Frank Schlesinger, taught astronomy at
Yale. Schlesinger was a very capable planetarian who
was well- liked. As a planetarium lecturer, he was one
of the best, with a strong, resonant, authoritative
voice. He served as director of the Fels after Stokley
left, until 1945, when he accepted an appointment as director of the Adler Planetarium in Chicago. He later retired to Arizona and passed
away there in the 1970's.
Roy K. Marshall had lectured at the Adler under
Philli p Fox in 1932 before
coming to the Fels. Marshall
was born in Glen Carbon, Illinois, on August 21, 1907, and
had earned his Ph. D. in astronomy (with a specialization in stellar spectroscopy)
from the University of Michigan in 1932.

young Tony Jenzano with him to North Carolina.
Jenzano later succeeded Marshall as director in
Hill.
An enterprising astronomer and planetarian, Marshall served as director of two other planetariums before he died: the Odessa College Planetarium in Texas,
and the Gibbes Planetarium in Columbia, South Carolina. Marshall died in Columbia on May 27, 1972. During his life time he wrote
several books, and served as
a contributing editor of Sky
and Telescope from 19401946, and again from 19691971.
Noticing the skills of a
young engineer and former
student, Stokley hired Israel
M. Levitt as an observatory
assistant in 1932. I.M. Levitt
he was later
had
attended
School, and one of his
ers at that time was
Stokley.

Marshall was an extremely
Levitt was born in Philabright and talented scientist.
delphia
in 1908 and attendHarlow Shapley once said of
ed Drexel Institute after
him that he was the "bestI. M. Levitt, 1908graduating from high school.
read young astronomer in the
He earned his B.A. in mecountry." After his stint at
chanical engineering in 1932 and was working for RCA
the Adler, Marshall taught astronomy at Wilson College in Pennsylvania for a number of years, until he
in Camden, New Jersey at the time of the 1932 total sowas hired as assistant director of the Fels Planetarium
his former teacher
lar eclipse. He was invited to
and other scientists on an eclipse expedition to Conin 1939.
way, New Hampshire. The
of the eclipse
When Stokley left the Fels for the Buhl Planetarium
and being with those well-known scientists changed
later in 1939, Marshall went with him. However,
Levitt forever. He left RCA and became a staff member
Marshall returned to the Fels as an assistant director
of the Franklin Institute in charge of the optical equipin 1940 when Stokley quit the Buhl Planetarium.
ment. Learning that to be successful in his field, one
needs further education, he returned to school to earn a
Marshall's abilities became rather apparent, and
graduate degree. He finished his master's in astronowhen Schlesinger accepted the position at Adler in
my at the University of Pennsylvania in 1937. Shortly
1945, Marshall was appointed the third director of
thereafter he became assistant director of the Fels in
the Fels. Like Schlesinger, Marshall was blessed with
charge of the observatory. Wanting more, he enrolled
a superb speaking voice. He often received more money
in a doctoral program in astronomy at the University
as a radio spokesman for the Ford Motor company than
of Pennsylvania. The second world war interrupted his
his planetariuxTI duties. A story has it that he once
studies, and he did not complete his Ph.D. until 1948.
jokingly told the planetarium staff something like, "If
God were to speak to mortals, THIS is the voice you
When Marshall left the Fels in 1949, it was only natwould hear." Marshall left the Fels in 1949 to become
ural that the intelligent, industrious, and exceptional
the first director of the Morehead Planetarium at the
Dr. LM. Levitt become its next director. He served as
University of North Carolina. As he had gone with
director for some twenty-two years. As director, he
Stokley to Pittsburgh, Marshall took the talented
mastered the art of fine planetarium show production
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and interaction with the media. He wrote a syndicated astronomy column for 19 years that ran in 128
national and foreign newspapers. Even though many
astronomical experts were within a short distance of
Philadelphia, most reporters and news media came to
him. Levi tt had a way of making the complex simple
so that all could understand.
He did research and writing on many topics, including space travel, the space race, and nuclear energy. In
this way, he became a nationally and internationally
known expert, appearing on numerous radio and television programs.
One of his most memorable moments was when he
met with Albert Einstein in the early 1950's to discuss
the concepts of relativity for a planetarium show that
the Fels was planning to
After having spent
over an hour discussing
salient points of relativity
with Einstein in Einstein's Princeton
Levitt got
up to leave when Einstein asked him some question regarding how the planetarium
be able to present
an
demonstration
an electric eye. The
at that
and it
electric eye was
might make an interesting
Levitt paused, then
began to explain
the
behind the electric
and the photoelectric effect.
bemused,
to shake his head.
then did Levitt realize
he was trying to explain the photoelectric effect
to the man to had received the Nobel Prize in physics
for it in 1921!

Levitt stepped down as director of the Fels in
but he certainly did not retire. He has been
~""".rw
member of the board of trustees of The Franklin
tute, and as chairman of a special city panel on science
appointed by the Mayor. He has written a number of
books, and he said that if he ever retires, he is
to
finish several books that he has been
on.
Being a capable administrator, Levitt was concerned
that the planetarium have strong
when
the time came for a change to be made. Levitt
not
wait, but laid plans that would
someone in to do
a good job. In 1968, Levitt hired a
to
become assistant director
H.
George Hamilton.
C'r. ...

Born in 1925, Hamilton earned a B.S. in science and
math from New
State
in 1948.
graduation, he began teachllfl1!
math in high school, and
this
he finished a master's .....
New Jersey Sta te
Llt::. __:.:-:

'-'V'AA'-lii-.'-'

use, and maintenance.
continued as a professor until 1968 when Levitt offered him
the position of assistant director of the .... 1 , ...... .."f...,~•.;,
This position carried re~;p()n~)lbl1lt:IeS
programs and the
I..,·.. operaltiom
The
rI.."(1_'I",,..._ ....

with honors in
in 1975. While
he served as a
fellow and ran the Plalnetarlurn there. After graduating, he served as a researcher
,... r.,~_r.~

,"--UJlIL:<':<=

H. George Hamilton, 192542
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Don Davis, I. M. Levitt, Jim Sharp at lO-inch Zeiss Refractor
on several projects, and began freelance science writing.

right hand man, assistant director Val Gonzales,

Following his work as director of the Fels Planetarium, he was asked by The Franklin Institute to do some
work in the areas of development and fund raising. He
was appointed vice-president of the Institute in
charge of development in 1985. Hamilton followed
Cooke and became the seventh director of the Fels. He
is currently serving as both vice-president of operations of The Franklin Institute and as director of the
planetarium. Helping with the daily running of the
planetarium operations is Hamilton's most capable

At this time, The Franklin Institute is planning a
multimillion dollar expansion which will include an
Omnimax theater. The expansion is due to be completed in 1990.

Many thanks to James Stokley, I.M~ Levitt, H.
George Hamilton, and VaLGonzalesfor contributing to
this article.
0

Robert Dunlap Risser
On June 2'4, 1986, Capt. Robert D. Risser USN
(Ret.) died of respiratory failure following a month
of hospitalization.
After his retirement from the United States
Navy in 1964, Capt. Risser was Director of the
Kirkpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma City from
1964 to 1968 and of the Morrison Planetarium in San
Francisco from 1968 to 1977.
During his tenure at Morrison, he introduced a
number of dramatic and unusual programs including
shows about astrology, Shakespeare, and other
unconventional topics. He instituted innovative
live music concerts in November, 1969, featuring
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everything from early Moog synthesizer to choral,
North Indian, harpsichord, and classical chamber
music. Capt. Risser also revived the "Vortex" light
shows, among the planetarium world's first. Later,
in November of 1974, he introduced San Franciscans
to a show from Los Angeles called Laserium, which
is still being performed under the Morrison's dome.
Capt. Risser earned great respect and admiration
from his staff, his co-workers at the California
Academy of Sciences, and his colleagues in the
planetarium field.
His remains were cremated and his ashes scattered a t sea.
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C mputer
Corn r
Kei th Johnson
Associate Director
Fleischmann Planetari unl
Univ. of Nevada - Reno
Reno, Nevada 89557
Ph. 702-784-4812
One often reads in
magazines that in the
future, we will all be able to communicate
means of
our
sending messages and information
cables or via radio waves to each other.
I must
that this statement is not comaccurate.
We can

do that.

In fact, telecommunications
means of microcomputers is one of the most popular uses for those little
machines. There are zillions of information resources
just waiting for you to tap into, by making a simple
phone call.
And more specifically for us IP5crs, there are a number of astronomy- and space-related resources that we
can use with any properly-equippcd computer.
But modems are probably the crankiest and most difficult of all the computer
to use, so many
of us have shicd away from jumping into this particular pool. 50 today, let's take a beginner's look at
astronomy over the phone lines. This will not be a
technical trcatise
no technician!), so anyone who
can tell the difference between Bell 212 compatibility
and DTR transfer had better
this page altogether.

More common is the type that sits on your
desk, external to your computer, connected
by way of a cable to s0111e sort of serial ou tput from the 111icro. Don't worry what serial output is: you'll never see it if everything works.

The modenl then connects directly to your
phone line with a normal modular telephone jack (unless you're really living back in the dark
ages, when you had to insert your telephone handset
into a pair of rubber rings so the modem could
its
tones into the phone mouthpiece).

Now comes the hardest
of the entire process.
You must configure
modem
software correctly. There are a
of different
that
must be set
so that
your micro will talk to
the modem, and
the nlodem will talk to the computer at the other end of your
decide how fast to send
bits" to send in between
and several others.
How difficult this is will
on both your
modem and on the communications software you use. If
you use hardware
well for your machine and
software that
the
it will not be
too difficult. If you run in to trouble,
local users' group; (b)
university computer
to decide on each parameter;
(listed in
probability

be
you
electronic bulletin board
town. Check with another
user, or a users' group:
an
often
list of such boards.
and see what
a different
all bulletin boards can

Hardware will be your first hurdle. You must
attach (or have as part of your machine) a device
called a modem to your computer. This is what translates characters into tones that can be transmitted on a
phone line.

will

There is a bewildering variety of modems available. The
can be stuck inside
computer; my
has an ancient (five years old!)
modem on a card inserted in onc of its internal slots.

tronic bulletin
is ......
ferent ways of communicating your desires.
will
ask you to enter a password, which you will have to
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remember if you want to
Some will not
access for 24
or
the system operahas a chance to call
and
to crash the

The contents of each board win be
Most bulletin boards have a message SeCUOltl,
members can leave
to each other.
a section in which members can store
cominterest others.

amateur boards are a different
an incurable love

Welcome
THE SPRCE NETWORK

events and other items of interest.

on
lines: commerciallntlOrI1natlOn
amateur bulletin boards.

Boulder

First
kEITH
last Name? JOHNSON
ITILE

a
celestial events on AstroForum.
of most commercial services
in
sizable
the service can be accessed by
a local
numaren't charged long
rates. On the
other
using the service itself costs you, the
amount depending on the service, the time of day, and
which baud rate you use. You must set up an account
with the service before you can use it.
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Network --

<1>Mars institute ...
<2>SS I •.•
Studies I
<3>RMES ... NRSH
<4>[U ••• Uniuersity of [olorado
<5>88S ••• Rmeriton
aulita.
<6>MU 00. Mars Underground News
<1>WSf ••• World Spate foundation
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Fleischmann Planetarium
while we are in the process of .:>lJ.;"UIIJ.;
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Gerald Mallon, Ed.D.
Arcola Intermediate School
Eagleville Road
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403
INTRODUCTION

of the same kind. The activity also
volved teachers, with a means of PrE~dic:bI1lg annlrO)(:ian'oeaLr for
mately when and where the
;;;II..:I
planning
the next year. This is very
my units for the time of year when plamets
ble in the evening sky.

The following lesson was developed by J. Lawrence
Dunlap, Education Director, Flandrau Planetarium,
University of
Tucson, Arizona. The program
offers secondary students the opportunity to observe
the positions of planets over an extended period of
time and to make note of the various planetary configurations. Through their own observations, students are
able to determine the synodic periods of the planets,
and then to
the date of the next configuration

This lesson would be an excellent lab
for students in Astronomy, Earth
Algebra, or
Studies' classes. Readers are invited to
lesson
with their students, and to communicate
Hons to Larry. Readers are
to
any comments on this lesson, as well as Ul:)ltnU;Sl()ns
other lesson plans for the
level \J;;.Jl''''"~;;.;J
to me. In submitting lesson
use the following format:
epcua1timtl.. and Procedure.

VA"LA ..

class or as a take-home
have been

as~'ij;.trurleI1lt.

from SCf1l001S ttlrO'uQ"lh011t
"Q.L.I!.Ioo4..JJ..LII.

Less,on by

J.
Introduction:
activities in the planetarium
are quantitative exercises that use the planetarium to
simulate the motions of the sun, moon and planets over
extended periods of time. Students are required to observe objects in the controlled environment of the planetarium and to record their measurements. The activities involve a series of observations, which, if carried
out in the real sky, would take months or years to complete and are therefore not included in a standard
course of study. However, the observations can be completed in the planetarium in less than an hour. Computations and analysiS must be done afterwards, either in
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new information about CeleSltla! obilects.
Purpose: To observe the
to measure their
nodic
and to .......,,,A.;,,...4- when and where to
students
for them in the near
in Earth Science or
classes.
Some
(linear eQua1ti0lns)
Behavioral Objectives:
students should be able to:
1. Locate and identify the planets
the night sky.

I"'u....o .... H" .. "iC!"~R""

in

(Text cOrlttinued. on
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List of Sample Dates for Planet Tracking
Date

Planet

Configuration

1-22-85
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Gf,'~'

Me::-cur'/
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~_1
... ...,.J

.,;..

7-85

7-14-85

~'1er

8-04-85

~

:

-10-86

cur '/

GEE--2

6.26~

1 ter
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6 288

nus

0
6-16--87

8-28-
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tu n

5-

::2.
1

V'-'~

{opt ional
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u n

OPPOPP

Mercury

r-)

:

.51::

04t; 54.

,622

1

h 0
7h

6

{optional
.::..,

20

6 5 7q

"\

GEE-2

i ...I.. r

R.A.

Jul 1 an Day

.
~2m

)

(opt iona1

402

Venus

1t

t

Conf gurat on
Date 1
Jul an

Date 2
Ju 1 i an Day
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JULIAN DAY NUMBER, 1950-2000

K2

OF DAY COMMENCING AT GREENWICH NOON ON:
Year

Jan. 0

Feb. 0

Mar. 0

Apr. 0

MayO

June 0

July 0

Aug.O

Sept. 0

OCt.O

Nov. 0

Dec. 0

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

243 3282
3647
4012
4378
4743

3313
3678
4043
4409
4774

3341
3706
4072
4437
4802

3372
3737
4103
4468
4833

3402
3767
4133
4498
4863

3433
3798
4164
4529
4894

3463
3828
4194
4559
4924

3494
3859
4225
4590
4955

3525
3890
4256
4621
4986

3555
3920
4286
4651
5016

3586
3951
4317
4682
5047

3616
3981
4347
4712
5077

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

243 5108
5473
5839
6204
6569

5139
5504
5870
6235
6600

5167
5533
5898
6263
6628

5198
5564
5929
6294
6659

5228
5594
5959
6324
6689

5259
5625
5990·
6355
6720

5289
5655
6020
6385
6750

5320
5686
6051
6416
6781

5351
5717
6082
6447
6812

5381
5747
6112
6477
6842

5412
5778
6143
6508
6873

5442
5808
6173
6538
6903

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

243 6934
7300
7665
8030
8395

6965
7331
7696
8061
8426

6994
7359
7724
8089
8455

7025
7390
7755
8120
8486

7055
7420
7785
8150
8516

7086
7451
7816
8181
8547

7116
7481
7846
8211
8577

7147
7512
7877
8242
8608

7178
7543
7908
8273
8639

7208
7573
7938
8303
8669

7239
7604
7969
8334
8700

7269
7634
7999
8364
8730

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

243 8761 8792
9126 9157
9491 9522
9856 9887
244 0222 0253

8820
9185
9550
9916
0281

8851
9216
9581
9947
0312

8881 8912 8942 8973 9004 9034 9065 9095
9246 9277 9307 9338 9369 9399 9430 9460
9611 9642 9672 9703 9734 9764 9795 9825
9977 "'0008 ·0038 "'0069 "'0100 ·0130 "'0161 ·0191
0342 0373 0403 0434 0465 0495 0526 0556

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

244 0587 0618
0952 0983
1317 1348
1683 1714
2048 2079

0646
1011
1377
1742
2107

0677
1042
1408
1773
2138

0707
1072
1438
1803
2168

0738
1103
1469
1834
2199

0768
1133
1499
1864
2229

0799
1164
1530
1895
2260

0830
1195
1561
1926
2291

0860
1225
1591
1956
2321

0891
1256
1622
1987
2352

0921
1286
1652
2017
2382

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

244 2413 2444
2778 2809
3144 3175
3509 3540
3874 3905

2472
2838
3203
3568
3933

2503
2869
3234
3599
3964

2533
2899
3264
3629
3994

2564
2930
3295
3660
4025

2594
2960
3325
3690
4055

2625
2991
3356
3721
4086

2656
3022
3387
3752
4117

2686
3052
3417
3782
4147

2717
3083
3448
3813
4178

2747
3113
3478
3843
4208

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

244 4239
4605
4970
5335
5700

4270
4636
5001
5366
5731

4299
4664
5029
5394
5760

4330
4695
5060
5425
5791

4360
4725
5090
5455
5821

4391
4756
5121
5486
5852

4421
4786
5151
5516
5882

4452
4817
5182
5547
5913

4483
4848
5213
5578
5944

4513
4878
5243
5608
5974

4544
4909
5274
5639
6005

4574
4939
5304
5669
6035

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

244 6066 6097
6431 6462
6796 6827
7161 7192
7527 7558

6125
6490
6855
7221
7586

6156
6521
6886
7252
7617

6186
6551
6916
7282
7647

6217
6582
6947
7313
7678

6247
6612
6977
7343
7708

6278
6643
7008
7374
7739

6309
6674
7039
7405
7770

6339
6704
7069
7435
7800

6370
6735
7100
7466
7831

6765
7130
7496
7861

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

244 7892
8257
8622
8988
9353

7923
8288
8653
9019
9384

7951
8316
8682
9047
9412

7982
8347
8713
9078
9443

8012
8377
8743
9108
9473

8043
8408
8774
9139
9504

8073
8438

8135
8500
8866
9231
9596

8165
8530
8896

9169
9534

8104
8469
8835
9200
9565

8196
8561
8927
9292
9657

8226
8591
8957
9322
9687

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

244 9718
245 0083
0449
0814
1179

9749
0114
0480
0845
1210

9777
0143
0508
0873
1238

9808
0174
0539
0904
1269

9838
0204
0569
0934
1299

9869
0235
0600
0965
1330

9899
0265
0630
0995
1360

9930
0296
0661
1026
1391

9961
0327
0692
1057
1422

9991 ·0022 "'0052
0357 0388 0418
0722 0753 0783
1087 1118 1148
1452 1483 1513

2000

245 1544

1575

1604

1635

1665

1696

1726

1757

1788

1818
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8804

9261

9626

1849

6400

1879
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(Continued from page 47)
2. Describe planetary configurations [greatest elongation, opposition, conjunctions (both types), quadrature] as seen in the sky.
3. Measure the synodic period of a planet.
4. Given the date of a current configuration and the
synodic period of a planet, predict the date of the
next configuration of the same kind.
Materials: Star Charts, worksheets, pencils, Julian
Day Table (available in the Astronomical
see page 49), ecliptic
red (or
da ta recording.
star charts beforeStudents should
so they can .........,.110.,..,,, ....... zodiacal constellations.
P ..."" ..... ""~a a time-ordered list
Have worksheets
dates for {\h'~C>YU111'0"
eastern or
western elongations
superior conjunctions of
two successive onlDO~il
Hons of
and Saturn. Use the
of
l,.ont1:guratlOI1iS of
Moon and Planets"
stTIOn(ImICal AHnal'1.QC over the
few
;;:t~"hnn- with a ........J!~"'t-,"'''''i- elcm~:atllOn

Now make three successive measurements of the elonof
gation at 1 month intervals to illustrate the
"greatest elongation." Proceed to
synodic period will permit you to demonstrate
plete cycle with stationary
and both
conjunctions in about three months.
motion to the
da tes on
daily motion to search
the
its predetermined
determine date.

use
motion to
mine the date. The sun
and should aOlDe,lr
below
Proceed to set up the ......r""''''~''' .. to the next date while
the
for
If
pe:nnit students to
instructi ve and
u.u;........
the set:tme:s.
them the name the
ask them to set the '1r"11I"rt1""''''''i-n..
annual motion forward and ...... n ... ,. .........
sun to the correct date on the ectintjlC.
U'"Jl;;

COJ1Qtlctllng research in the ~DaCf~I·"olrU1n
Demonstrate
....."'''' ...""".... on the
Ola:nets from stars.
COln.t1~e:ulratiorls of
as they are
If possible, begin with Venus,
projector to a month before the greatest
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...-...........,..., second moon few
...." ....."" .. "'.. themselves well-to-do.
Though they work and
They are always in debt,
'Cuz their kids all attend Io-U.
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Reading this book is like
tarian tell a star tale in a new
the reader ' . . .
C·,O'I"'Il"C

The final three items from the bookshelf also
NASA

offers a fine collection
of the Earth taken
NASA satellites.
Robin Kerrod
the
satellite
"rn~rr' .....
and
the reader on a
satellite.
O'

Publishers of New York has
trans-

On a recent
book section of
and Air
Museum
Tucked away on a lower
in the back
of Private
the Stars (ISBN
Roy Gallant.
York, MacMillan
is a neat little book that explains
star formation and stellar evolution in an enjoyable
way. The language is straightforward, and Gallant is
careful to explain any terms that might be unfamiliar.
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If you're not
on the ..........
ful, if strange catalog, write to:
Linden Place, Evanston, Illinois, 60202.
£lUI's=.

Last, but not least, I'd like to thank Lynne Moroney and
Jordan Marche II for submitting the following three
book reviews.

They Dance in the Sky, Monroe, Jean Guard and Ray
A. Williamson, Houghton, Mifflin, Boston, 1987
Star Tales Mayo, Gretchen Will, Walker and Co.,
New York, 1987
I

(Reviewed by Lynne Moroney)
Some think it excessive to include Coyote alongside
the likes of Galileo, Newton and Einstein. I think it
appropriate, indeed imperative that he be recognized
for his special contribution in teaching us how the
world works. Tales of Coyote making constellations,
dancing with stars, and in general playing with reality are just a few of the stories contained in two new
publications that will be of interest to planetarians.
In They Dance in the Sky, authors Jean Monroe and
Ray Williamson blend their interests and backgrounds-she a poet/writer and he a scientist and
writer-to offer a collection of star tales. Starting
with two most easily-recognizable constellations
(Pleiades and Big Bear/Big Dipper), they present
their stories in clusters, moving from various geographical regions to a special section on Pawnee myths. As a
storyteller, I was pleased with these groupings, since
it makes it all the more easy to hear how the stories
resonate. One can hear the difference between a story
coming out of the southwest desert and a Cherokee tale
from the lush green mountains we know as the Smokies.
Prefacing each section with some general background
on the clustered tales, they compare the Native American myths with other cultures such as Greek, African,
and Australian. Of particular interest to planetarians
is the listing of both the Native American names of
the various constellations and stars along with the
more familiar western equivalents. Aldebaran is
Coyote in one story, while Delphinus is identified as
the Slingshot Stars in another. This star identification
alone is reason enough that this book be a resource, but
additionally, the authors have provided a comprehensive reading list and bibliography.
Illustrated by Edgar Stewart, the book is woven
with fine pencil drawings, which thankfully do not
dominate the text, thus leaving room for readers and
listeners to create their own images. I would, however
have preferred that the artist listed the Native
American names for the constellations.
The Circle of Chiefs is as valid a name as Corona.
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Gretchen Mayo offers Star Tales simply because she
is enchanted by them.
She has nonetheless carefully researched the
stories. She carefully credits and thanks
gist Alice Kehoe for helping her in this work.
prefaces each story with a few words on the various
tribes from which the stories originate. Her collections
of stories are, for the most part, selected from Northern
Cultures, and she has provided readers with a map
showing the geographic regions from which the stories
come, along with a glossary bibliography for those
who want to read the original texts.
Mayo is both a writer and an artist, and
is much more Ii terary in its style and form than
other work. She, too, has provided illustrations that
are unobtrusive, purposely choosing to eliminate color.
Her drawing of the young girls dancing the
Shawls invites the reader to "see" the
star
maidens in her Maidens of the Northern Crown-a retelling of the Shawnee myth The Ring On The Prairie.
Until now, these stories have only been available
to those star lovers and storytellers who were willing
to search for hours in the back of a dusty library. These
collections will fill a great need and may be used with
confidence. Most certainly, they belong in any
tarium reference library. Too, these publications would
make an excellent addition to any
museum gift shop.
an imThe authors of both books have
possible task-that of providing on the written
stories that are oral in tradition and form. To
credit and to our benefit, they have
the
"anglicization" of the stories to a minimum. In both
prefaces, the authors invite the reader to read the
stories aloud. But, why not go one step further? Learn
the stories, then tell them-make them come to life by
taking them off the printed page and sending them on
the wind like sand paintings.
I began by equating Coyote with Einstein,
et al. OK-a research scientist he's not, but when it
comes to sheer wonder and joy at playing with the
heavens, our trickster friend-along with Star Husbands, Enchanted Bears and Sky Dancers-makes for
excellent company. And how knows, perhaps we'll
even learn something! Hmmmm ... I wonder... ?
1',.I01[ATi"r.n

Lynn Moroney is a storyteller and member of IPS. A
former director of the Kirkpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma City, she offers performances and workshops
on sky lore.
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The Wisdom of Science: its
to
and
Religion, Hanbury Brown, Cambridge University
Press, 1986, 194 pages. (Reviewed by Jordan Marche II)
Hanbury Brown has written a very significant, insightful book that is liable to generate continued discussion among the scientific and religious communities.
His training as an astronomer and physicist especially
qualifies him to write knowledgeably about the origin
of the universe and the most important discoveries of
twentieth-century physics. It is the kind of book that
many might have decided could not be written.
Brown first traces the development of science as a
profession in western culture, starting with Francis
Bacon's new empirical philosophy and culminating
with the establishment of modern research funding
(notably, government and industry).
His second chapter is devoted to a rather thorough
history of science during the same period, and the
attendant cosmological models held. He emphasizes
the progressive, mechanistic view propounded by
Newton and Descartes, and its eventual overthrow by
the revolution of modern physics with its metaphoric,
probabilistic outcomes. Also included is a critique of
the much-discussed "Anthropic Principle," which the
author suggests is a disguised reincarnation of the
"
sical "Argument from
3, "The Cultural Dimension of Science," is
reasoned survey of the perceptions of mod'~
research and scientists shared by the
eral
The rather dismal and uninformed view of
stands in
contrast to the conscience held
with
it was viewed durfidence and
the
Not
this attitude
ae'lleAIOmnelnt of
SCIence, in
also desacral ized
.o .......... ' ...'arl many, if not
of our tradiand values.

of the world and argues for a modern
two. Their gradual split, he argues, has been
sized in recent times because of the average
ability to reconcile the two different world views'
expounded by the scientist and the theologian.
"scientific materialism" has established "that
physical world could be understood and controlled
without invoking God, and the prestige of science
at the expense of theology" (p.148). But in the .?"Or1." ••
ual's search for meaning, "reason is necessary but not
sufficient." Brown thus contends that, because both
science and religion are attempts to interpret the
nature of the world, and the mysteries that transcend
unders tanding, they should be viewed "neither
rivals nor alternatives;" instead "we need them both"
(p. 154). Even if you do not completely
or find
stimulathis thesis unworkable, it is a refreshing
ing challenge that he offers to both sides.
rI_

In his attempt to restructure religion
lines, he argues that "much of what
Church asks us to believe .. Jooks to be centered too
closely on Man and the Earth. It is too anthropomorphic, and ... as such it is really more suited to the Medieval Model than to modern cosmology" (p. 169). Some
of Brown's proposed steps toward "enlightened ..........
belief" are the adoption of "working hypotheses" for
the elements of
and the 1"'01,QA"t'II'"U"II
"lniraculous" or
explanations, unless
the'y are interpreted as la"."1"'1.oC only.
course,
the Churches will find h~?'rio,c:" to do.
AV •.• /

a

.... ' - ..

. . . . AA . . . .

If we are to reverse these current
COllIn)! the potenthen humankind must learn to
Hal ap'plllcatlOrlS
upon
I"'''' ...... ' ...... ..". much more about
in its
r.o>r1nct- terms. "Experience has shown that wise decisions about what ought to be done ... can only be made in
the context of
can be done" (p. 133). He further
urges that such thinking/problem solving must be tried
with a global, holistic approach, rather than a potentially dangerous "single vision."

For anyone desiring an excellent
tique of the scientific method and its rarnUlCClluoms
upon religious matters, I highly recommend The
dom of Science as provocative reading.

Chapter 4, "The Religious Dimension of Science,"
presents the most interesting and innovative combination of ideas in the book. Brown probes deeply into the
dichotomy between scientific and religious viewpoints

Jordan is director of the North Museum Planetarium, Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and a past Executive Editor of The Planetarian.
0

h ...
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so as to be less obtrusive.
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Regional
Roundup
Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, W es t Virginia 26003
News of your region is always a welcomed addition
to The Planetarian. If you have information concerning
you, or someone else in your region, please forward it to
the address listed above. The next deadline for inclusion of news items in the "Regional Roundup" for the
Fall Equinox edition is Monday, September 14, 1987.
Please mark your calendars to have your information
sent before then. Thank you for your cooperation.
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(GLPA)
The GLPA Executive Committee met in March at
Merrillville, Indiana, the conference site for the October 28-31, 1987 meeting. A new feature for GLPA conferences will be a day devoted to mini-workshops.
There will also be a panel discussion on "Religion and
Astronomy."
Spring state meetings were held in Ohio, Indiana,
Michigan, and Illinois. In Illinois participants met at
the newly opened Crown Space Theater at the Museum
of Science and Industry in Chicago to view ''The Dream
is Alive" and "Grand Canyon, Hidden Secrets". Other
states had not reported at the time of this writing.
GLPA membership is at a record 197. Nonmembers
wishing to receive conference registration materials
should write to Greg Williams, Conference host, in
Merrillville, Indiana or Dave Parker, GLP A secretary
in Tipton, Indiana.
The Michigan Planetariums recently met in Ann
Arbor. Gary Beckstrom of the Ruthven Planetarium
and Steve Schaffer of the Argus Planetarium were
hosts.
Featured was a session at the Argus Planetarium in
Ann Arbor's Pioneer High School. The Argus Planetarium was the first school planetarium ever installed.
Steve demonstrated his new carousel control system,
and talked about future plans for programs and equip54

ment. Because of the facility's historical
the original star projector (a Spitz
and
seating will be maintained. Dr. John Rosemergy who
directed the planetarium from the beginning until his
retirement last year was in attendance.
The 1987 GLP A Conference will be held in Merrillville, Indiana and hosted by Gregg and Barbara Williams of the Merrillville Community College Planetarium. The 23rd annual conference will be held from
October 28th through the 31st.
Need lumiline lamps? Wes Orloff of the Euclid
High School Planetarium in Euclid, Ohio has been in
touch with the General Electric Company about
ducing a special order of yellow and blue lumilines
the planetarium community. The necessary minimum
batch size is 100,000 bulbs. Wes would like to hear
from you if you wish to make a commitment for some
bulbs. Please contact Wes at: Euclid High
711
E. 22nd Street, Euclid, Ohio 44123.
Jim Manning of the Parkland College Planetarium
reports that they are now installing their new Zeiss
M101S star projector. Installation of the R. A.
MC-I0 automation system, 3Smm wide angle projection
systems, sound system and numerous auxiliaries will
take place this summer. The 50 foot, 145 seat planetarium is scheduled to open in October of this year.
Bob Allen (University of Wisconsin-La Crosse) and
Gary Sampons (Wauwautosa West High School) attended the NST A annual conference in Washington,
D.C., giving presentations. Bob presented information
on the AAE (Association of Astronomy Educators).
Gary explained the format of his very successful high
school astronomy course.
Dayle Brown of the Hudson Lake Elementary
School in New Carlisle, Indiana has finally realized
her dream of having a planetarium. Dayle began her
quest in 1984 and the planetarium was opened recently.
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Carl Wenning
Beckstrom
(Ann Arbor, Michigan), and Walt Mitchell (Columbus,
Ohio) got together with Dayle and arranged for a
"loan" of an unused Spitz A-2 projector from Ohio State
for her to use in her new 10 foot dome designed out of
cardboard by Art Klinger (Mishawaka, Indiana),
Dayle has also just
received a $4,000 grant
frorn Lilly Endowment, Inc. for their Teacher Creativity Fellowship
this summer. Dayle will use
the fellowship money to attend workshops at the
Bishop Planetarium in Bradenton, Florida and the
Spitz Institute in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania.
Dayle says, "Jiminy was right. When you wish
upon a star, your dreams do come true!"
MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM SOCIETY
(MAPS)

West
has recently installed a video
jector. Director, Steve Mitch is planning to add a
disc unit and computer in the near future. He is
for some good suggestions and ideas that have
in other facilities.
Jordan Marche, Director of the Franklin and Marshall College Planetarium, Lancaster,
announced that he recently received a
mlmgrant from the Pennsylvania Humanities Council
fund and distribute the Humanities and the Stars show
kits developed by Eileen Starr.
The programs will be made available to any Pennsylvania planetarium. Jordan states that you need not
be a MAPS member to receive the shows. He states
that the program may be kept up to three weeks and
returned.
If you wish additional information about the Hu-

The Herkimer BOCES Planetarium, formerly run by
Quent
has a new director. Ted Stalec comes to
New York State from way out west in Kansas.

manities and the Stars program, contact
North Museum Planetarium, Franklin and Marshall
College,
17604.
(717) 291-4315.

who has been an amateur astronomer all his
in Science Education and has a Masters in
Education.

GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

rY'I"'lr11"nfi

the Herkimer Planetarium, he
at
State University, until
last
when it was closed. He relocated to
New York State in
with his wife and three
dl1"o,.,Hnrr

Lois Veath, Director of the Chadron State ...... vu'-J;;;.'Planetarium in Chadron,
nounced that her
has received an NSF
that will be matched
the Nebraska ....'-1', ..
a new pl;;;me'tar'iU111 instrument.
.;> .. '.....

live and

GPPA member Darrel Hoff
the

All of

in MAPS welcome

and his

to

For those who have wondered about the whereahe is alive and
in the sunshine state of Florida.
New York. His son and .... '-"~ ...... ".A
were
of the original staff
of the Southern
Atmospherium-Planetarium in
New York.
is now chief astronomer at the Adler in Chicago.
'~V'T~~"~

George says he'd like to hear from MAPS members.
His address is 1972 Canal Road West, Deltona, Florida 32738.
The Benedum Natural Science Theater in Wheel-
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a number of records
the
February and
facility has
Gary Carlson, Director of the Lueninghoener Planetarium, Midland Luthern College, ,",'rc''I''Y\,,,,,,trecently obtained a grant from the Nebraska
tee for the Humanities to run 4 of the 12
and the Stars programs. The 4 programs presented during the spring semester were: Norse;
55

and Contemporary Scientific.
The 12 programs are now deposited with the Nebraska Committee for the Humanities. For further information contact Gary in the afternoons at his office.
l

Past-president and current GPP A member Katherine
recently became one of the first science teachers
nationally certified by the NSTA (National
:"CICn(:e Teachers Association). Katherine was one of
teachers from across the United States to be cer-

-Several guest speakers gave talks
ference. Henry Brinton, head of the
Studies Program at Goddard Space
provided an update about current and future
Dr. Edward Weiler of the Space Telescope .............. ".....
stitute talked about the current status of the Hubble
but is conSpace Telescope. The HST is not in
stantly being upgraded and used to test new software
and computer
The
conference banquet was
He was astronaut and _,-,," .... "0
-A "video shootout" similar
last summer was held.

cations were
former director of
School Planetarium in

cruise into the Bermuda
Sea
Cruise Lines.
casino on board was the
'fnanJgle because his ..,.,.,r\ ... n".

1-<1 n ,''''''''' "

t'i

The perfect entrance/exit music
PII'l,rtrnnlll"'_l.rc"',",,,,,,,, .. f'1I band ..... I-VlJl...oJIIU
recorded
$9.00 .

programs provided by
olametariuln production vendors were pre• "".· ....... ,''''' ..'r\1'•• the conference.
...... ' ... a ..."' • • •
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Write today for our FREE sampler demo cassette,
order form .

and
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Apologies to Tom Hocking and the staff at the
Moorehead Planetarium in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. In the last issue of The Planetarian, I inadvertently moved the Moorehead from the University of
North Carolina to the North Carolina State Universiin Raleigh. OOPS!
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM
ASSOCIATION (RMPA)
Keith Johnson, formerly of the University of Little
Rock Planetarium, Little Rock, Arkansas is now the
associate director of the Fleischmann Planetarium in
Reno, Nevada. With the addition of Keith, the
administrative staff is now Johnson & Johnson.
Mark Petersen recently spent a few days in Armagh,
Northern Ireland, presenting a series of concerts at
Terence Murtagh's facility in conjunction with the
Armagh Arts Festival.
The RMPA Conference will be October 15-17 at the
Fleischmann Planetarium and will be held jointly
with the PP A region. The conference hotel is the Peppermill Hotel/Casino. Featured will be a special dinner cruise on beautiful Lake Tahoe on board the paddlewheel vessel M.S. Dixie. If you require additional
information, please contact: Art Johnson, Fleischmann
Planetarium, University of Nevada-Reno, Reno,
Nevada 89557.
The Fiske Planetarium in Boulder, Colorado is cur""'t-1"0" and replacing many of their auxil-

attendance. Keith Johnson was the ....... """ ....,."'......
Rich H. Calvird Award.
The next SWAP conference will be April
1988
Corpus Christi, Texas, with Robert Wollman as the
conference host.
Two SWAP members are now on the Board of Visitors of the McDonald Observatory. They are
ton and Donna Pierce.

PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(PPA)
The Pacific Planetarium Association spring me~etlng
was held May 22nd and 23rd at San Bernadino
College Planetarium. Several fine papers and demon..
strations were presented. Activities included
to
the Big Bear Solar Observatory and the Western
teur Telescope Maker's Conference.
Ken Adams, Director of the Schreder l'lametar'imn
in Redding, California,
received a high techstate for $29,000 to be
nology education grant from
used in conjunction with the Shasta
purchase and install a computer and laser
Edna Devore of the Independence Planetarium, San
Jose, California was elected to the Honor Roll
and
Teachers of the Association of
Centers. Congratulations!

..,o ....',.... ..

The Gates Planetarium in
Colorado is currently in the midst of producing a 50 minute show to run
in conjunction with the Ramses II exhibit opening in
the museum this fall.
The
County Schools Planetarium in Lakewood, Colorado recently added two video projectors to
expand their educational A-V capabilities.

as a
The fall conference will
with the Rocky Mountain Planetarium AS:SOC:latlOn
hosted by Art Johnson at the Fleischmann Planetarium
in Reno, Nevada,
15-17.
PLANETARIUM ,,-"'..........

..J".._ ... ..,.

OF CANADA

SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF
PLANETARIUMS (SWAP)
SW AP now has a new slate of officers as of the first
June. They are Barbara Baker, President; Wayne
Wyrick, President-Elect; Harold Van Schaik, Secretary-Treasurer. Board Members are Mark Sonntag and
Donna Favour. The Newsletter Editor is Jim Rusk.
The annual SWAP conference was held in April at
the UALR Planetarium hosted by Paul Engle and
Keith Johnson. Approximately 60 delegates were in
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1987
Association of
ference was held from June 23rd .k"'''''~1in-k
the Edmonton Space Sciences Center.
80 delegates from Canada, the U.S., and k111l"n ....o
in attendance.
Highlights of the conference included
papers and workshops that held to the t"n1n.tA1I"A1"t"~
theme of "The Business of Running a Planetarium,"
an authentic western barbecue.
(J
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Resources for Understanding Supe
Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
1290 24th Ave.} San Francisco, CA 94122

The discovery of Supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud is likely to produce not only a flood of
new information about the death of massive stars but
also a large amount of public interest in supernovae and
their associated phenomena. To help planetarians
prepare shows, lectures, and responses to the public interest, here is a resource list of nontechnical materials
on the subject.
1. General Books About Supernovae
Asimov,1. The Exploding Suns.:. 1985, Dutton.
Clark, D. Superstars. 1984, McGraw Hill.
Greenstein, G. Frozen Star. 1983, Freundlich. [Mostly
about neutron stars, pulsars, and black holes.]
Mitton, S. The Crab Nebula. 1978, Scribner's.
Murdin, P. & L. Supernovae. 1985, Cambridge U. Press.
2. Useful Older Articles About Supernovae and Relat-

ed Topics
Bethe, H. & Brown, G. "How a Supernova Explodes"
in Scientific American, may 1985.
Cohen, M. "Do Supernovae Trigger Star Formation?" in
Astronomy, Apr. 1982, p. 16.
deVaucouleurs, G. "The Supernova of 1885 in Messier
31" in Sky & Telescope, Aug. 1985, p. 115.
Fried, E. "The Ungentle Death of a Giant Star" in
Science '86, Jan/Feb 1986, p. 60.
Greenstein, G. "Neutron Stars and the Discovery of
Pulsars" in Mercury, Mar/ Apr 1985, p. 34; May/Jun
1985, p. 66.
Gregory, S. & Morrison, N. "A New Look at the 1885
Supernova in M31" in Mercury, Jan/Feb 1986, p. 25.
Herbst, W. & Assousa, G. "Supernovas and Star Formation" in Scientific American, Aug. 1979.
Hesser, J. & Fraknoi, A. "The 1985 Amateur Achievement Award to Robert Evans and Gregg Thompson"
in Mercury, Mar/Apr 1985, p. 44. [On the contributions of amateurs to supernova hunting.]
Kamper, K. ''Tycho's Supernova" in Mercury, Jul! Aug
1980, p. 97.
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Kirshner, R. "Supernovae in Other Galaxies" in Scientific American, Dec. 1976.
Reddy, F. "Supernovae: Still a
in
&
Telescope. . Dec. 1983, 485.
Remnants in
Seward, F. "Neutron Stars in
H

Sky & Telescope,
Seward,

et al.

1986,
"Young

Remnants"

Scientific American,
Stephenson, F. & Clark, D. "Historical
Scientific American, Dec. 1974.
Tucker, W. "Exploding
HEAO Observations" in ''''''''''','''TlI
130.
Wallerstein, G. & Wolff, S. liThe Next
Mercury, Mar/Apr 1981, p. 44.
3. Articles about

uDc~rnlDva

in

in

1987A

M.

nicely done cover
ly results.]
Schorn, R.
Shines On" and "Neutrinos
From Hell" in Sky & Telescope, May 1987,
470.
full
of discovery, but wrong information
on which star exploded; good details on
and
excellent
story on neutrinos.]
Talcott, R. "A Burs t of Discovery: The First
Supernova 1987A" in Astronomy, June
[Simple nontechnical introduction.]
Thomsen, D. "Neutrino
Born in a
'1"\,-,._
va" in Science News, Vol.
180.
Thomsen, D. "Supernova: High on
Science News, May 2, 1987, 279.
summary of APS
1987.]
Waldrop, M. "Supernova 1987A
Own-and a Burst of Neutrinos" in zn:zence.
235, p. 1322 (13 March 1987) [2 pages,
trino observations.]
Waldrop, M. "Supernova 1987A: Notes from An Over"
in Science, Vol. 236, p. 522 (1 May 1987) [2
on
recent developments.]
11..;".'"\0....
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4. Selected Supernova Slides

(Computer Corner, continued from page 46)

Astronomy from Space (Tersch slide set 195) includes

haven't ironed out all the details at press time.
or the Fleischmann should be there by the time
read this; check the CompuServe users' directory.

X-ray images of Cas A and the Crab pulsar
Cosmic Clouds (Hansen Planetarium slide set 2552-6)
includes an optical view of the supernova remnant
in Vela
Northern Galaxies, Clusters, and Nebulae (Tersch
slide set 79) has b & w views from USNO of the
Crab and Veil Nebulae.
The Radio Universe (Astronomical Society of the
Pacific slide set AS 299) includes radio images of
Cas A, the Crab Nebula, and Tycho's supernova
remnant.
Visions of Einstein (Smithsonian Institution) includes 8
slides of supernova remnants seen in X-rays and visible light.
5. A Few Science Fiction Stories Using Supernovae
Anderson, Poul: "Day of Burning" in Beyond the Beyond (1969, Signet paperback). An advanced race
tries to save the inhabitants of a planet whose star
is about to go supernova.
Clarke, Arthur: "The Star" in Nine Billion Names of
God (1967, Signet paperback). Reprinted in many
collections, this famous story suggests that the Star
of Bethlehem was a supernova that destroyed
another intelligent civilization.
Richard: The
Briarius. 1974, John
A somewhat
novel in which an
riding the shock-

This dead star is roughly a million times as massive
as earth, and its gravity has compressed it to a diameter of a few miles with a density at least 4 trillion
times that of iron (30 million elephants per thimbleful). Its surface gravity is about a trillion times
earth's, but its rotation is so fast that the equator
moves at about 1/5 the speed of light-so fast that its
incredibly intense gravity is barely strong enough to
keep it from flying apart.
-Jim Loudon
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Let me also repeat my quest for
who would like to participate in the
tion that's going on should drop me a line and let
know your ID numbers on any network that other
members might be interested in. So far I've
or three responses, but I'm sure there are more cornPllphone phreaks out there.
Some people may have gotten the mistaken Imlpre:ssian that our diligent editor, John Mosley,
the astronomy software racket when he tUJnea
column over to me. To put the lie to that notion,
a copy of the June inCider Apple magazine.
very nice article about astronomy software on the
pIe II, induding reviews of the more popular commercial programs. They even put his picture on the cover,
but it's an excellent resource anyway. If you've
questions about Apple astronomy software,
find the answers here.

Th

Diversified
POBox 328
Glendale,
85311~0328

602..978-5715
WRITE FOR
WHOLESALE PRICE LIST
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4-16 YAZAKICHO, FUCHU-SHI. TOKYO 183. JAPAN
TEL: 0423·62·5311
FA>(: 0423·66·8616
TELEX: 2832421 GOTOPT J
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Arthur Barton
Tombaugh Space Theater
P. O. Box 533
Alamogordo, New Mexico 88310

There are times when a lot of people in the planetarium business wish that there was another way to do
opaquing. These times are most apt to occur after the
cocktail party with the board members that went on
until three in the morning.
Hung over, you sit down at the light table, paintbrush in hand, to discover that you've got the shakes.
Two tranquilizers later the shakes have gone away,
along with any desire to opaque slides. If this has
happened to you, there is something on the market
that might make opaquing a mite easier.
Mark Hartman, of the McDonald Planetarium in
Hastings, Nebraska, reports that a company called
Mark-Tex Corporation has come up with an opaquing
pen called FilmOpaquer. The pens come with either
red or black fluid, and also have a variety of tip sizes.
The different
sizes allow you to slather liberally
or to
into those
I promise to
up drinking
forever if
let ITle opaque this without
corners.
AA<,-_vvJlUj.:.

Mark recommends that
time to
as it can smear
too soon.
with your
person, and if he doesn't
the
address:
Mark-Tex
PO Box 681
""""'.THr".ro New

Since this is the tenth
of Loch
also fitting that Music Back Pack #10 is now
ble. And remember when you
the little 1"'>11,m .....",..,'I>"
that you can use it legally without
or not the ASCAP man has
a ticket to your
show. Last but not least is
new cassette
"West of the Galaxy." It's
of their "-.J!'CVU'C.;:I.IlULU
series. I hope that Mark's next Geodesium album
be on compact disk.

cessor and a
but

of

acteristics.
07631

Next up is word I've received from "Nessiteras
Rhombopteryx Productions"
Ness Productions for
those who don't know the ablative absolutes from the
genitive in Latin) that there are a number of new goodies available. First is their new Ness Vignette #2
"More Than Meets the Eye," a neat mini-show complete with soundtrack and slides for only $75. It's an
astronomical truth-in-packaging show that will show
your audiences what to realistically expect to see
w hen they look through binoculars or small telescopes.
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up to
Its list
price than tha t.
the pair of them
possibili ties.

1"r\Orl'lt"I,,\C\1"

forms of reverb JV~"'J!.'\"L'CU
To be frank, most of the
artificial. The new stuff sounds
push of a button.

Mike Hutton's
"DOCUMENT ATION"
1987 Southeastern Planetarium Association
conference recorded at his
Cocoa, Florida.:
have something on the comet at 3 p.m. It's
now 3 p.m ... " (Muffled woman's voice
background: we cannot hear what she says
throughout all this; the comments noted are
the man's. "... " indicate his pauses while
she answers.)

N

Jane
Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
41 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
R-i-n-n-g. "Hello. Planetarium, Eastern Kentucky
University, Jack Fletcher speaking."
"Yes. Is this the planetarium?"
"Yes."
"Well, uh, could I bring my group to your planetarium for one of your,uh, whatever-you-do-there?"
"Of course. We'd be happy to have you."
"Well, just what kind of plants do you have there?
My group is elementary kids" ...
R-i-n-n-g. "Hello. Noble
Michael P. Walker here.
"Yes. I
an
We would like to rent out your
one evenAbout 250 advertisers will be in the
and ... "
Worth area for a toilet paper trade

"No, no, you can't have it. You have to be there 15
minutes before." ... "Yes...
don't know ... but that's
what they told me, Mary ... " ... "Yes ... or 8 p.m ... "
"Uh-hmm. But you have to phone reservations
....... MARY, it's already started ... " ... "!t's now ... 3
o'clock ... 3 o'clock. .. Well I don't know ... aw, Mary ... " ...
"God almighty ... Mary, well, look
I have to ,-A'UlA'J..;.'-,
we have to rush down ... " ... "Aw, Mary, Mary, Mary,
Mary, Mary ... All right...hold on ... I will, gosh
ly ... "
Overheard:

- In lobby of Hansen Planetarium at Rocky
Pacific Planetarium Association joint conference in Salt
Lake City: Michael Walker of Noble Planetarium
Fort Worth: "See that bronze
Hansen? Visitors lined up for
ditionally rub the noses of the

,"-,<-<AUA,,'"

a

Walker: "Wait a minute. Have you ever been inside
before?"
no, bUL.!

are

neat

Sound familiar? Of course it does:
a PLANETARIAN! Every time we
together, someone has a
new "Guess what kind of call I got the other
I got one once: "Is this the
where you come
out and pick
dead
was NOT a wrong numBut now there's a new twist: documentation!
was invented
bored
tarium directors to amuse themselves. Instead of
these calls themselves, they record them on
machines and then play them back at
conferences if they're really good.
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Brahe!"

program written
"The Visible Universe" is reviewed in the
issue of Sky and
and
.::>u.:'1..)''-,.... ~ how
their program was until a
call
agency
on star field
simulation
Defense Initiative
"Star
Government
"How
do
would take our programmers 4000-5000 hours
the star database usable on a
'n01,"CA.1""\

Rickey: "That's about

The
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Discover new realms of
extraordinary celestial
beauty in the pages of

EXPLORINC
THE SOUTHERN SKY
A PICTORIAL ATLAS FROM THE EUROPEAN
SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (1550)

S. Laustsen, C. Madsen, and R.M. West
For the past 25 years, astronomers at the
European Southern Observatory in the Chilean
Andes have scanned the southern sky with
powerful optical telescopes. Their instruments
have captured extraordinarily brilliant and beautiful images of celestial phenomena, many visible only in the Southern Hemisphere.
Now stargazers from both hemispheres can
share their explorations through 90 color plates
and 147 black-and-white photographs that provide breathtaking testimony to the state-of-theart combination of astrophotographtc and printing technology. Extensive captions by the expert
author team, 30 reference maps, tables of plate
data, and indexes complement the tmages, enabling readers to locate and understand the significance of each object. Of special interest are
photographs of Supernova 1987 A, Halley's
Comet, and a four-foot, panoramic poster of the
Milky Way as it appears to a nighttime observer.
Exploring the Southern Sky is not only a superb
pictorial atlas and guide to the astronomical opportunities of the Southern Hemisphere but also
a treasured addition to everyone's library. It is
the timely new way to expand your astronomical
horizons and add to your picture of the Universe.
1987/approx. 300pp.l267 Ulus.lhardcover
$39.00
ISBN 0-387-17735-3
To order: visit your local bookstore,
call TOLL FREE: 1-800-526-7254
(In NJ, 201-348-4033), or send payment to:
Springer-Verlag New York, Attn: Ken Quinn,
Dept. S670, 175 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10010.
Please add $2.50 for postage and handling and
sales tax if you reside in NY, NJ, or CA.
NGe 300 is a magnificent Sc Galaxy in the Sculptor group.
Most of the galaxy appears blue because ofthe high content of
young, hot stars. A composite ofthree individually exposed
plates, the photo shows the trail of an artificial satellite that
crossed the field during the red exposure.

Springer-Verlag
New York Berlin Heidelberg
London. Paris Tokyo

